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ABSTRACF

An assessment was completed on the potential for large reprocessing plants to meet
the requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's proposed Category I hiaterial
Control and Accounting (MC&A) Reform Amendment. The requirements on which this
assessment was based are given in the working draft revision to the rule dated December
30, 19,82. The Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant (BNFP) was chosen as a reference design for
the assessment, but most considerations would be relevant to any large Purex reprocessing
facility. Spent light water reactor (LWR) fuels containing 1% Pu were the presumed feed
to the plant; the design feed rate is 5 MTU/d.

The approach taken for the assessment was to characterize the process equipment and
the ruclear material distribution throughout the plant, to identify quantities of material
that must be removed consistent with loss-detection goals, and to determine if any MC&A
techniques could detect the removal. Most of the proposed MC&A techniques had
previously been tested, and stated loss-detection capabilities were based on these test
results. No attempt was made to construct detailed removal scenarios or integrated
MC&A systems throughout the plant.

The assessment addressed three general types of material removals or losses:

1. single space, single time (abrupt),
2. multiple space, single time (abrupt with collaboration), and
3. single space, multiple time (recurring).

With few exceptions, the abrupt loss-detection requirements of the Reform Amendment
will be achievable with existing or slightly improved capabilities. Some equipment designs
and/or measurement technology improvements will be needed. Recurring loss-detection
capabilities will be somewhat poorer than capabilities for abrupt loss detection.

I
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report addresses the question of whether a nuclear fuels reprocessing plant could
be designed, constructed, and operated to meet the requirements of the proposed Material
Control and Accounting (MC&A) Reform Amendment of the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission (NRC). This study uses the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant (BNFP) as a reference
design. Consideration is also given to the current design effort at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) for the Breeder Reprocessing Engineering Test (BRET) facility.

The Reform Amendment offers improvements over the current MC&A regulations.
Under the current regulations MC&A tests are required on two- to six-month intervals,
and test sensitivity requirements are tied to throughput. At issue are the timeliness and
sensitivity of the required tests. The Reform Amendment would upgrade the required
timeliness of detection of unauthorized removals to correspond to the time period associ-
ated with conversion of the particular material to an explosive use. Detection sensitivities
would be established based on quantities required for explosive device production rather
than plant throughput. Indeed, the Reform Amendment would require detection of losses
involving 5 formula kilograms (Fkg) of more sensitive nuclear material (which translates
to 2 kg of plutonium), within three working days to seven calendar days of removal
depending on the form of the material.

The Reform Amendment allows for a wide range of solutions to the problems of
achieving sensitivity and timeliness in a reprocessing plant. The facility can be subdivided
into small subunits, each with loss-detection tests and sensitivities to achieve the desired

goals. Ilowever, the proposed rule also considers tests on a broader scale, requiring tests
for simultaneous removals from multiple areas and recurring losses of small quantities over
longer time periods.

This report details the facilities and equipment associated with a modern large-scale
reprocessing facility using the BNFP as the primary example. It first describes in detail
each step of the plant process and characterizes the material being handled. It then details
the proposed tests to meet the goal for detection of an abrupt removal of 2 kg of plu-
tonium. " Abrupt" in this sense means removal of the material over a period of <4 h and
detection of this removal within the prescribed 3- to 7-d period. It then describes tests pro-
posed to detect abrupt removals of smaller quantities from several test areas that total the

: goal quantity of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium). These are referred to as multiple-space,
single-time removals. The report also discusses tests for recurring losses (removals) of
small quantities of material. Ilere, the rule allows for an as-low-as-reasonably-achievable
estimate of loss-detection capabilities, and the report assesses the capabilities.

The major subareas of a reprocessing plant that are of concern are (1) the fuel receiv-
ing and storage area, (2) shearing and dissolution, (3) separations plant, and (4) plutonium
nitrate storage. The separations area can be further divided into a feed preparation area,

1-1
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1-2

codecontamination and partition area, and plutonium purification. There are other areas
that provide ancillary functions, but the above areas contain the majority of material sub-
ject to safeguards consideration.

A major concern in the design and application of safeguards tests-is the form of the
goal material. In fuel receiving and storage areas of a reprocessing plant, the material is
handled as fuel assemblies. Safeguards can be accomplished by a simple program of item
count and periodic inventory verification.

In the dissolver area, assemblies are sheared into short pieces, and the material is dis- |

solved in nitric acid to provide the feed solutions for the solvent extraction process. The
goal quantities involve ~20% of a normal dissolver batch, and the plutonium is in solution
at I to 3 g/L of plutoniem in association with uranium at 200 to 300 g/L and the fission 1

products. Very simple volume monitoring techniques can be applied in the dissolver area to
achieve the safeguards goal. Removal of hull pieces and the residual uranium and plu-
tonium (a few grams per batch) is not a credible diversion path. Safeguards throughout
these areas does not present a problem.

The separations area includes all levels of concentration and radioactive active con-
tamination. At the input accountability and feed adjustment step, the goal quantity of
material is contained in 1000 to 2000 L of solution weighing 1400 to 2800 kg. The
material remains in solution with uranium and fission products. At the codecontamination
step, fission products are removed, but concentrations of plutonium drop below I g/L, and
uranium still constitutes about 99% of the heavy metal content.

The partition step of solvent extraction finally separates uranium and plutonium.
Depending on the details of the solvent extraction design, plutonium concentrations of 10
to 80 g/L are realized in this area. The quantity of significance to safeguards involves 25
to 100 g/L of solution. However, throughout the codecontamination and partition cycles of
a 5 metric tons of uranium (MTU) per day reprocessing plant, the plutonium process flow
rate is about 2 kg Pu/h. Removal of the goal quantity in I h requires removal of the entire
stream for an hour. To achieve the same removal within 4 h requires removal of 25% of
the process stream for that time. This flow rate consideration is a major factor in design of
safeguards tests.

The plutonium purification portion of solvent extraction removes final traces of con-
tamination. The purified plutonium solutions are finally concentrated to product specifica-
tions of >250 g/L. Process solutiens range in concentrations from 10 to 80 g/L of plu-
tonium. Thus, the goal quantity of material may be removed from solvent extraction with
as little as 8 L of product sclution but could also require as much as hundreds of liters of
the process solution. This area poses the greatest concern for safeguards tests.

Any modern reprocessing facility will also contain a plutonium nitrate storage area for
surge capacity and storage between the separations facility and the plutonium oxide

;
~

conversion facility. This area will likely consist of manifolded slab tanks and have capacity
for several hundred kilograms of plutonium. Solutions will likely contain >250 g/L of plu-
tonium. The goal quantity of material will be contained in less than 8 L of solution. Again,
very sensitive safeguards tests are required, but the static nature of storage tanks makes
these tests easier to apply than those performed under the dynamic conditions of the plu-;

tonium purification area.
|
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The report first details tests to detect the abrupt removal of 5 Ekg of material (2 kg
of plutonium). An abrupt removal is considered to be removal of the goal quantity from a
single location over a period of <4 h. The tests must detect the removal within three work-
ing days for category l A material, which includes product material, or within seven calen-
dar days for category IB, which includes most other process solutions.

When design-basis, short-cooled fuel is processed, material throughout the head-end of
the facility from the fuel receiving area to the codecontamination cycle qualifies for a total

'

exemption from safeguards requirements of the Reform Amendment based on radiation
levels. However, it is conceivable that mostly long-cooled fuel will be processed when a
reprocessing plant becomes operational, and the radiation exemption may not be
appropriate. For this reason, and since some proposed tests for removals of the more sensi-
tive material involve measurements in the input accountability tanks, tests are developed
for material throughout the facility.

Simple piece-count and inventory-verification tests provide near 100% probability of
detection for removals of goal quantities in the fuel receiving and storage area. With an-
inventory of 500 fuel assemblies, verification of the presence of 25 assemblies per day
would satisfy safeguards requirements. A combination of mass balances for individual fuel
lots around the dissolution area, proposed isotopic correlation techniques, and routine sur-
veillance techniques will provide safeguards sensitivities to removals from the dissolution
area of the plant.

To achieve desired sensitivities, the separations facility is subdivided into several con-
trol units. The first area includes tankage for input accountability, feed preparation, and
solvent extraction feed. Material moves through the area in discrete batches; batch move-
ments are made on the order of once per 8 h. The safeguards tests used in this area moni-
tors static tanks and checks tank-to-tank transfer measurements. The test relies solely on
volume measurements. Sensitivities of a few tenths of a percent of tank volume can be
achicved for static tank monitoring. This corresponds to a few tens of grams of plutonium.
Where transfers are made between static tanks, tank-to-tank transfer monitoring is sensi-
tive to removals of only a few percent. The goal quantity involves removal of 20% of a nor-
mal batch. These tests should provide a near 100% probability of detection of the goal
quantity removal with a near zero unresolved alarm rate.

The most difficult safeguards challenge for this area involves tank monitoring while a
transfer is being made from the feed adjustment tank to the solvent extraction feed tank.
The feed tank experiences simultaneous addition and removal of material. A volume moni-
toring program can be implemented that uses tank volume measurements and feed flow
measurements. Based on tests at the BNFP, sensitivities on the order of 300 to 400 L, con-
taining less than a kilogram of plutonium, can be achieved for this transfer. Again, detec-
tion of a removal of 5 Fkg (2 kg of plutonium) should be near 100% with a near zero
unresolved alarm rate.

.Throughout the codecontamination and partition cycles, the solvent extraction process
is a continuous operation. In the reference 5 MTU/d reprocessing facility, the plutonium

t flows are ~2 kg/h. Safeguards tests applied to this area monitor process flows to detect
removals. This requires measurement of process stream flow rates and some on-line con-
centration estimates.

_ -.
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Throughout the codecontamination cycle, uranium and plutonium are mixed, and the
total heavy metal mass flows are monitored. Material undergoes transition between aque-
ous and organic phases. A mass-How balance is monitored from the solvent extraction
aqueous feed to the loaded organic stream that leaves the cycle. Removal of the goal quan-
tity involves removal of 100% of the stream for an hour, or 25% for 4 h. Tests at the
BNFP indicate mass-flow balances through this area should be accurate to 15 to 20%.

The partition step selectively strips plutonium back from the organic phase into an
aqueous solution. Plutonium must exit the partition step in the aqueous stream or remain
with the uranium in the organic phase. An on-line alpha monitor detects any plutonium
contained in the uranium stream. Thus a check to ensure that the aqueous stream flow

!entering the partition cycle matches the flow leaving the cycle ensures plutonium has not
been removed. This is accomplished by a simple volume flow balance, and the reference
facility can easily be instrumented to make these measurements. Again, the goal quantity
represents 100% of stream flow, and BNFP tests suggest accuracies of 15 to 20% can be
achieved.

The sensitivities of these tests rely on the capabilities of the various on-line measure-
ments that are available. These are generally process control type measurements. Tests at
the BNFP suggest these measurements are typically precisely inaccurate. This means they
are subject to sizable systematic errors, or biases. The key to sensitivities of these flow
comparison tests is to recognize and remove these systematic effects. The BNFP tests show
these effects can be removed, but the methods used make calculation of sensitivities and
alarm rates difficult. Furthermore, spurious signals and process noise are likely to
contribute more to alarm rates than pure statistical probabilities. Thus the ability to
resolve alarms is a major factor in false alarm rates and contributes to the difficulty of cal-
culating sensitivities and false alarm probabilities. This leads to the concept of an
unresolved alarm rate rather than the purely statistical derived false alarm rate.

The sensitivities projected for the codecontamination and partition cycle tests as well
as other safeguards tests described in this report are based on evaluations done as part of
the test program at the BNFP during 1978 through 1983. While these tests used natural
uranium solutions, they represent the only available detailed evaluation of installed meas-
urement capabilities in an operating environment and should represent capabilities for an
operating plant.

| The plutonium purification portion of the plant is the remaining area of solvent
extraction that is of concern to safeguards. The material contained in this area is the most
attractive for unauthorized removal, and the most difficult to safeguard. The recommended

I

i safeguards approach subdivides this area and uses a combination of techniques.
Like the codecontamination and partition cycles, the plutonium purification system

process flow is ~2 kg/h of plutonium. Mass-How comparisons are used for loss detection.
Separate mass-flow comparisons are made (1) around the IBP surge tank, (2) across the
2A column, (3) across the combination of the 2B and 3A columns, and (4) across the 3A
column. These mass-flow comparisons were the tests most studied during the BNFP
demonstration. They make use of available process control measurements available in the
reference facility. During test periods, mass flow balance measurements were routinely
made to 100 to 200 g/h with a nominal 6 kg/h flowsheet during the tests.

.. . .
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The goal quantity represents 100% of the nominal flow over an hour during normal
plant operation. The proposed tests can be sensitive to removal of a few hundred grams per
hour, if these tests are made frequently (hourly) and sequences of tests are reviewed
periodically (perhaps daily), the tests should be sensitive to detect removals of the goal
quantities.

Process equipment for product concentration and measurement is the only area within
solvent extraction to pose potential problems in me<, ting the abrupt removal detection goals
of the Reform Amendment. Plutonium is concen'. rated to >250 g/L, and the goal quantity
is contained in less than 8 L. The proposed tests involve material balances using mass-flow
measurements as solutions entering the concentrator from the 3B column and batch meas-
urements of product solutions removed from this area. The BNFP tests show sensitivities
for this test to be near or slightly >2 kg of plutonium.

The BNFP tests relied only on process control measurements. There is some possibil-
ity that accountability level measurements could be available in a timely manner to achieve
timeliness of detection. This could significantly improve sensitivity to meet the 2 kg of plu-
tonium detection goal. Likewise, the plutonium concentrator in the BNFP design is a con-
tinuous process thermosyphon evaporator, which makes inventory measurements difficult.
Batch-type concentrators with the ability to transfer the inventory to measurable locations,
or improved inventory modeling of these continuous evaporators also offer hope for
improvement.

Safeguards tests for the interim product storage tanks rely on static tank volume mon-
itoring and tank-to-tank transfer monitoring. The interim product storage tanks in the
BNFP were carefully studied for measurement sensitivities during tests in 1980 and 1981.
Removals of as little as 250 mL were readily detected in static tanks. This corresponds to
<100 g of plutonium in product solution concentrations.

The same tests are applied to tanks in the plutonium nitrate storage area. Similar
results for static tank monitor tests are achievable. Based on BNFP tests in both the
interim product storage and plutonium nitrate storage areas, the probability of detection
for the abrupt removal of 2 kg of plutonium is near 100% with a near zero false alarm
rate.

For both areas the sensitivity to removals during transfers is somewhat less than for
static tanks. Tests at the BNFP have shown that transfer measurement comparisons are
sensitive at the level of 1 to 2 L. Ilowever, with these comparisons, the variations in piping
holdup can play a major role in transfer comparisons. This is particularly true with
transfers to the nitrate storage area. Here, long pipe runs and extensive valve manifolds are
involved. IIoldups of up to 6 L were experienced during tests. Cl arly, if material is held in
lines, it will eventually reach the destination tanks. Ilowever, false alarm rates will clearly
depend on the ability to resolve these alarms due to piping e.ffects.

In summary, for abrept removal detection it can be said that the 2 kg of plutonium
detection goal is pr)bably achievable for all areas of the desi'gn basis reprocessing plant,
with the possible exception of the area around the plutonium product concentrator. The
goal is possibly achievable in this area with some refinement of measurement capabilities.
Throughout the reprocessing plant the probability of detection for abrupt removal of a goal
quantity will likely exceed the 90% level. Ilowever, false alarm rates will be very depen-
dent on the ability to resolve alarms due to spurious signals and process noise inherent in

. . - - - -
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the process control data used for the safeguards tests. The second focus of attention for the
Reform Amendment and for this report is detection of an unauthorized abrupt removal of
5 Fkg (2 kg of plutonium) by the simultaneous removal of <5 Ekg from each of several
control units within the plant. The concept of administratively controlled areas can be
used. This means the plant can be subdivided into groups for unit processes to which
access is controlled. To meet the goals of the Reform Amendment where multiple, admin-
istratively controlled areas are defined, the areas must be isolated to preclude personnel
from having access to multiple areas.

Three areas can be defined for a reprocessing facility. Mechanical processing activities
from fuel receipt to shearing and dissolution are included in the first administrative area.
Chemical processing activities from receipt of dissolver solutions to the measurement of
product solutions are in the second area. The plutonium nitrate storage area is the third
area.

These are logical divisions based on the ability to control access. Further operations
personnel will likely be licensed by a regulatory agency, similar to reactor operators.
Separate licenses will be issued for mechanical process operations and chemical operators.
Thus, personnel responsibilities and activities will be isolated to one of the administratively
controlled areas, mechanical or chemical.

The plutonium nitrate storage area is considered separate from the rest of the chemi-
cal process area. While the same operating personnel will have responsibilities in this area,
the area can be isolated by an access control system that limits access to approved person-
nel at approved times. Transfers of plutonium solutions to this area are limited to about
once per week, and a computerized access control system was demonstrated at the BNFP
to establish this area as an administratively controlled area.

Tests required to protect the head-end area from the abrupt removal of 5 Fkg (2 kg of
plutonium) by a multiple area removal are trivial and indeed may not be required under
the 100-rem /h exemption. The plutonium is in combination with uranium and fission prod-
ucts throughout. Removal of material in fuel assemblies or subassemblics requires massive,

shielded containers and transport vehicles to effect. While there is no direct way to quan-
tify capabilities for security measures and area radiation monitors to detect unauthorized
removals, the probability of detection is near 100% with a near-zero probability of false
alarms.

Even during shear and dissolution. disruption of dissolver operations to a side pocket
and removal of significant material in hulls or by another route are not credible scenarios.
Since the chemical operators control dissolution and the head-end operators are responsible
to charge and discharge dissolvers, a diversion would require a cooperative effort. The goal
quantity of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) is roughly 10% of a nominal dissolver batch in a 5
MTU/d reprocessing facility. This quantity would be associated with 170 kg of uranium.

3The hull pieces for this amount of fuel would occupy better than 25 ft and have the high
inherent radiation levels that preclude easy transport. Area radiation monitors and routine
security measures are sufficient, taking these considerations into account.

Combined removals of less than goal quantities from these areas would be equally
detectable. The tests involved are the simple piece-count and item-identification methods
and practical application of routine security and health and safety monitoring programs.

.
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The multiple-space, single-time tests recommended. involve timely material balance
tests across conventional material balance boundaries in addition to the individual abrupt
removal tests already discussed. The concept of near-real-time accounting has been
developing over several years. It involves a computer-based program to maintain the
current book inventory that should be in the control area based only on input and output
transfers. It is a nontrivial matter to maintain records and update book inventories as
transfers (and adjustments to previous transfers) are made. Ilowever, the real challenge to
the near-real-time accounting application is to measure the in-process inventory for com-
parison to the book inventory to generate the inventory difference (ID) statistic for safe-
guards evaluation.

The in-process inventory measurement has been the subject of investigations under the
TASTEX program as a cooperative effort between the United States, Japan, and Interca-
tional Atomic Energy Authority (IAEA). This study focused on the Tokai plant, a 200
MTU/ year facility in Japan. Throughput and IAEA inspection constraints led to an effort
to provide inventories on a weekly basis and to time the inventories to correspond to favor-
able process conditions.

In tests at BNFP, the focus was to make the inventory measurements on an hourly
basis. The inventory-taking process was automatic and completely transparent to opera-
tions, requiring no special operating conditions. Tests involsed the use of natural uranium.
There may be some questions about extrapolating results obtained in the BNFP tests to an
operating facility with uranium and plutonium. liowever, careful attention was paid to use
methods and procedures applicable to routine plant operations.

During 1978 and 1979, BNFP tests involved full operations of the entire separations
process. In periods of steady-state operation, inventory measurement capabilities of 2 to 3%
of the nominal inventory of 12 MTU were demonstrated. Tests during 1980 and 1981 con-

] centrated on activities in the plutonium purification section of the plant only. These tests
showed inventory measurement capabilities in the range 3 to 4% of the nominal inventory
in the plutonium cycles. The inventory measurement capability for both wries of tests sug-
gest an inventory measurement of uncertainty of 4% may be achievable. With a nominal
insentory of about 100 kg of plutonium for the operating plant, this translates to an uncer-
tainty of ~4 kg of plutonium.

It is proposed to perform material balance tests at frequencies approaching hourly for
an operating large-scale facility. The material balance involves input, output, and inventory
measurements. During a 24-h period, three input batches, a p'roduct batch and perhaps one
to two waste batches will be measured. Thus, with 24 material balances during the day, a
maximum of six will involve input / output transfers.

For a balance with no transfers, where two inventory measurements are made, each
with an uncertainty of 4 kg of plutonium, the material balance sensitivity is 5 to 6 kg
of plutonium. If timely measurements for input or product are assumed to be available
with an uncertainty of I %, a balance period including one of these transfers will have
an uncertainty of 5.8 kg of plutonium. Thus detection sensitivities with these tests should

,

also be 5 to 6 kg of plutonium.
.

There are many considerations that complicate calculation of actual sensitivity to
multiple-space, single-time removals. The same considerations apply involving volumes of
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solution and radioactivity of various solution throughout the process. There is literally no
access to process solutions within the cells. Process lines that penetrate cell walls offer the
only access. Can, or will, removals from several points spread throughout the facility be
made, undetected by routine surveillance or area radiation monitors? Can this be factored
into estimates of detection sensitivities? These are questions to be addressed. Ilowever,
with projected measurement sensitivities alone, it appears that a detection sensitivity of 5
to 6 kg of plutonium may be achievable for the multiple-space, single-time removal, and

|this does not meet the goals of the Reform Amendment.
The final consideration involves recurring small losses over time. The proposed rule

requires periodic review of data from control units and administratively controlled areas at
specific frequencies, it leaves the goal quantity for detection to be established as low as
reasonably achievable but with a 90% power of detection.

For the design-basis, large-scale reprocessing facility, the best prospect for recurring
loss detection is to submit the frequent, near-real-time material balance closures to the
sequential balance tests that are available. These tests range from cumulative effects tests
like CUSUM to the recursive predictive techniques like kalman filtering.

Tests at the BNFP have focused attention on the nature and characteristics of the
various systematic errors that affect material balance data. Often, these systematic effects
manifest themselves as recurring losses. Thus, the problem of detection of recurring losses
within sequential material balance data becomes one of interpreting and understanding sys-
tematic effect and changes in systematic effects as differentiated from actual losses.

There is a small base of work on which to make judgments concerning recurring loss-
detection capabilities. Based on the limited test experience at the BNFP, this sensitivity
should be in the range 5 to 10 kg of plutonium. Again, this is dependent on development of
methods to isolate losses in the presence of systematic effects and spurious signals inherent

to these data.
In summary, it can be said the detection of abrupt removals of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plu-

tonium) from single process units in a modern reprocessing facility should be detectable.
The only questionable area is around the plutonium product concentrator, but this should
also be achievable. The sensitivity for detection of the multiple-space, single. time removal

1

| of the goal quantity probably cannot meet the goals of the Reform Amendment. Sensitivi-
ties are likely to be in the 5- to 6-kg range. Recurring loss test sensitivities depend on
understanding and developing techniques for handling systematic effects. Projections on
sensitivities for these tests are in the 5- to 10-kg range.
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2. APPLICATION OF Tile REFORN1 ANIENDNIENT
REQUIREN1ENTS TO REPROCESSING PLANTS

In order to eliminate a number of concerns regarding existing MC&A systems, the
NRC initiated a rulemaking effort to improve its MC&A regulations. The September 10,
1981, version of the proposed Category 1 MC&A Reform Amendment that appeared in
Vol. 46, No.175 of the Federal Register was written primarily with the NRC's existing
licensees in mind. These existing licensees did not include a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant
and, in fact, fuel reprocessing plants were specifically exempted from the requirements of
this version of the Reform Amendment. However, the Advanced Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (ANPRM) solicited public comment on the possible extension of the rulemak-
ing effort to reprocessing. After reviewing public comment from the ANPRM, a decision
was made by the NRC staff to extend the application of the Refor..'. Amendment to
include reprocessing plants.

The fundamental issue to be resolved by this project is whether or not a large repro-
cessing plant could be designed and constructed to meet the requirements of the proposed
Category 1 MC&A Reform Amendment. The requirements on which this assessment were
based are given in the working draft revision to the rule dated December 30,1982. This
working draft contains much of the substance of options 3 and 4 of the ANPRM but has
been totally rewritten to remove unnecessarily prescriptive requirements, to reduce the
number of plans and programs required, and to improve clarity.

Although a specific reference design for a reprocessing facility has been chosen, the
assessments in this report are intended to be relevant to any large Purex reprocessing
design for light water reactor (LWR) fuels. The reference reprocessing facility for the pur-
poses of this study is the BNFP located at Barnwell, South Carolina, which was designed
to reprocess 1500 metric tons of heavy metal (MTIIM) per year. The BNFP design was
chosen for two reasons. First, it is the only large LWR fuel reprocessing facility in this
country likely to operate in the next 10 years. Second, significant safeguards information
has been gathered from operation of the plant with natural uranium. The BNFP, built in
the 1970s by Allied-General Nuclear Services, was designed to recover 15 metric tons of
plutonium per year from LWR fuels.

The other reprocessing facility with potential within the foreseeable future is the
BRET facility currently under design to be included in the Fuel Material Engineering
Facility (FMEF) located on the llanford reservation at Richland, Washington. This
facility is being designed to process fuel from the Fast Flux Test Facility (FITF) and
potentially from future breeder reactors. If 'his facility is completed, it will likely include

2-1
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demonstrations of national and international safeguards techniques. The design basis of
this facility is 100 kg of heavy metal (20 kg of plutonium) per day. The BRET process
equipment and quantities of plutonium processed are considerably smaller than in the
BNFP, so the safeguards techniques developed and demonstrated for the BNFP are suffi-
cient to provide safeguards capabilities for the BRET facility if it comes to production.
This report will concentrate on the BNFP design.

The BNFl would contain substantial quantities of special nuclear material in the
form of uranium- and plutonium nitrate solutions. Ilowever, greater safeguards signifi-
cance is attributed to the plutonium because (1) less plutonium is required to manufacture
an explosive device, and (2) substantial effort is required to separate the fissile 2"U from
the more abundant U. In the BNFP the uranium product will be a nitrate solution con-238

taining 350 g/L of uranium, of which <t% would be 2nU. Assuming the enrichment capa-
city were available, it would take over 1400 L of uranium product to accumulate 5 l'kg.
This represents 20 to 25% of a normal product batch. Volumetric losses of this size over a
3- to 4 h period are. readily detected using simple tank-monitoring techniques. On the other
hand, only 8 L of plutonium product is required to accumulate 5 Fkg (2 kg of plutonium).
Consequently, this safeguards assessment must concentrate on those portions of the BNFP
that will routinely contain plutenium.

The BNFP design throughput is 5 MTU/d with a design basis plutonium content of
1%. This translates to 50 kg of plutonium per day or approximately 2 kg/h. Thus, plu-
tonium process streams are generally ~2 kg/h. When safeguards tests are applied hourly,
or even on a 4-h basis, a 5-Fkg (2 kg of plutonium) removal requires disersion of 100% of
a process stream (or 25% on the 4-h basis). Very simple techniques of monitoring mass

,

flows and balances through the purification systems would be sensitive to these quantities.
More safeguards attention is directed towards the various surge vessels where sizable

quantities of plutonium can accumulate. These surge vessels are usually designed to handle
8 to 16-h intercycle capacity and snually contain 16 to 32 kg of plutonium. More sensitive

! techniques are required in these areas to maximize diversion detection capabilities. This
report will-deal with techniques to monitor the process streams and methods to detect
removals from these surge points.

Some informal guidelines have been established to focus the scope of the project on

| specific aspects of reprocessing plant safeguards. The project was primarily designed to
address the performance of MC&A techniques. Physical security protection against exter-
nal adversaries will not be directly considered in this project. Ilowever, where physical
security related techniques, such as access control and penetration monitoring, are pro-
posed, the goal of these techniques will be clearly identified, and the applicable tamper-
indicating features will be described. ,

Assumptions about the potential diverters will be avoided. To the extent possibic, thej

| applicability of candidate safeguards techniques will be evaluated, and their performance
'

t quantified without making any assumptions.

| Quantification of safeguards system performance will be based on normal operating

|
conditions. The performance of the various techniques during process upsets is extremely
difficult to determine because of the lack of operating data. This is not to say that safe-
guards techniques are ineffective during process upsets, startups, or shutdowns. Indeed, the

|

|
'
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goal is to be able to track material during these periods. Much effort has been devoted to4

this task during test runs at the BNFP. The susceptibility of the various techniques to
. degradation from normal process variation will be addressed.
'

Safeguards systems are designed in part to minimize the probability and consequences
of acts of sabotage. Although sabotage is an important and sensitive issue, it is usually
addressed as part of the physical security program. It is not considered germane in assess-

] ments of material control and accounting capabilities. It will not be addressed as part of
) this project.

For the purposes of this report, material that has been codecontaminated will be con-
sidered to be inherently more attractive than spent fuel or dissolver solution because the

4
highly radioactive fission products have been removed. These solutions no longer qualify
for the >100 rem /h exemption. Plutonium that has completed the partitioning cycle will

; be considered more attractive than material that has only been decontaminated because
i the plutonium has been separated from the uranium. Likewise, concentrated product solu-

tions are more attractive than dilute process solutions. The more attractive material forms

) receive higher levels of protection with a graded safeguards system. The concept of graded
'

safeguards has received wide acceptance by the safeguards community, and this report
supports the use of systems based on this concept.

One final generic comment is in order. Reprocessing is a dynamic chemical process.
; Many of the techniques proposed by the report require the use of data from routine off-

the-shelf process control instruments. While these instruments are understood and accepted;

{ in the process control application, their use in detailed safeguards analyses is a broad, new
approach. It requires a new understanding of instrument outputs.

Performance of these instruments for safeguards applications is best described as " pre-
! cisely inaccurate." This implies that in a given application, the instrument may exhibit a

large bias (systematic error), which is relatively constant over time, with an output signal
. that is relatively precise around the apparent bias. The process control application consid-

,

ers the accuracy" of the instrument to be a combination of the precision of the output as
well as the possible wide range of potential biases. Thus, where a manufacturer states per-q

formance of an instrument at 5 to 10%', in reality, the precision of the instrument is prob.
I ably 0.5 to 1.0% in any given application, and the bias may range from 5 to 10%. For the

safeguards application, the performance capabilities are 0.5 to 1.0% if the potential of the
biases (systematic errors) are accepted and statistical techniques are responsive to the pre-

| cision within the potential noise of the biases (systematic errors). This report will also
j attempt to elaborate on this concept and propose the techniques to be used and/or
; developed.

q _ _ _ .

! ' Meaning 15 to 10% at the 95% confidence level en the linear instrument output from 0% to 10m.

i

|

t
:

|
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3. INTRODUCTION

!

A structured approach has been identified to resolve the fundamental issues of this
project. It is generally accepted (indeed, it is the reason for the Reform Amendment) that
consentional material balance with shutdowns and flushout physical inventories cannot
meet desired sensitivity goals and timely detection of loss or unauthorized removal of
materials from modern reprocessing facilities. Also, where losses have been indicated, there
has historically been significant difficulty in resolving the indicated problems. Thus, the
Reform Amendment allows for more timely and sensitive safeguards techniques such as
near-real-time accounting and process monitoring to achieve the goals. The report

'

addresses the following questions:

1. Unit Process Loss-Detection Capability-Can the plant be subdivided into control units such
that a single unauthorized removal of 5 Ekg from any single unit would be detected? What

,

loss-detection techniques should be applied to these units?

2. Administratively Controlled Area loss-Detection Capability-Can administrative or physical
controls be applied to groups of units such that simultaneous small removals from multiple
units totaling 5 Ekg would be detected?,

! The previous losses are defined as abrupt removals of significant quantities over a rela-
tively short period of time. There is also a question concerning recurring losses.

3. Recurring Loss-Detection Capability-Can control units be established and techniques applied
to detect unauthorized repeated removals of small quantities over longer perimh of time?

4. Application of the Reform Amendment to a Reprocessing Plant-Are there requirements in
the Reform Amendment that cannot be achiesed in a reprocessing plant under any practical,

circumstance, and are those requirements essential for an effective safeguards system?
,

The report deals with each of these questions in order. Each area of the plant is iden-
tified and disciased. Only those areas where problems in conformance to the Reform
Amendment are identified are given further discussion. Areas where detection sensitivities
can be met or the Reform Amendment is not applicable are identified and dropped from
additional discussion.

4

3.1 UNIT PROCESS 1.OSS-DETECflON CAPAHil.ITY
>

The unit process loss detection requirements of the Reform Amendment were put in
! place to ensure that a loss of material exceeding 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) would he

31
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detected with a high degree of confidence. The amendment specifies that a facility safe-
guards system must be designed to detect 99% of all losses exceeding 5 Fkg from indivi-
dual unit processes within 3 d for category l A material or 7 d for other material. While
unit processes may possibly be defined so that loss detection goals can be achieved, this
requirement will very likely reselt in a large number of alarm indications due to normal
statistical variation and anomalies that are inevitable in measured parameters. llence,
alarm resolution will play an important role in the loss detection program and will also be
included in the discussion.

This section first discusses each proposed unit process and characterizes materials and
flows. It identifies techniques to be applied to each area and attempts to quantify sensi-
tivity capabilities.

3.2 PLUTONIUM-BEARING PLANT AREAS

The plutonium-bearing portions of the BNFP can be subdivided as follows:

1. pool storage;

2. shearing and dissolution;

3. accountability, feed preparation, codecontamination, and partitioning:

4. plutonium purification; and

5. long term product storage.

Each of these subdivisions will be discussed in detail in the following sections. Proposed
methods for loss detection will be presented for each subdivision. Several areas present
minimal difficulty in meeting the Reform Amendment, and methods are briefly discussed.
Those areas that present somewhat greater difficulty are discussed, and safeguards con-
cepts to achieve compliance witl the Reform Amendment are identified. These concepts
are presented in detail in later sections.

3.2.1 Pool Storage

The spent fuel pool at the BNFP was designed to accommodate 360 MTU of fuel;
75% of that capacity will be pressurized water reactor (PWR) assemblies and the remain-
ing 25% boiling water reactor (BWR) assemblies. Assuming the pool is maintained at
~75% of its capacity, ~800 anemblics would be stored in the pool. Assuming normal
operation of 5 MTU/d, ~11 PWR assemblies or 27 BWR assemblies could be expected to
be removed from the pool per day.

Approximately 1% of the heavy metal content of LWR fuel assemblics reproccued at
the BNFP would be plutonium. A PWR assembly wuld contain ~4.5 kg of plutonium
and a BWR assembly would contain ~2 kg of p!v mum. A single 5 Fkg (2 kg of plu.
tonium) of interest in regard to the Reform Amendment is availabic in either type of, fuel
assembly.

. _ . .- _ - - .- - - ..
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Fuel assemblics recently removed from the reactor would emit radiations >100 rem /h
i- und thereby would qualify for the self-protecting exemption under the Reform Amend-

ment. Ilowever, there is an increasing inventory of low burnup and/or long-cooled spent
fuel for which radiation levels may become lower than 100 rem /h at 3 ft. These cooled-i

fuel assemblies may not qualify for an exemption, and some safeguards provisions may be
necessary.

j Diversion of a significant quantity of material can conceivably be accomplished by
i either disassembly and removal of individual pins or by diversion of an entire assembly.
f Removal of pins (individual rods) from a commercial fuel assembly is not considered a
'

credible diversion scenario from a domestic safeguards perspective. First, dose rates from a
spent assembly are normally sufficient to necessitate remote handling. The radiological
protection consideration and the remote handling and disassembly equipment that would
be needed are not routinely available in the pool area, and getting them into this area r

would substantially complicate this type diversion. While such equipment has been:

designed and demonstrated at the BNFP, introduction and use of this equipment is not
I routine since mechanical activity involving disassembly of a fuel assembly is not a routine

activity. The operations and equipment invohed in such a diversion scenario would be
readily observed by even modest scrutiny in a pool area. This area could easily be moni-
tored by closed-circuit television, if desired. The time necessary to complete such a diver-
sion compared to the time necessary to remove a complete assembly would be significantly
longer. These considerations eliminate disassembly as a diversion consideration..

In order to satisfy the Reform Amendment for long cooled fuel, the safeguards system
must be able to detect the loss of one complete fuel assembly, the only credibic removal,

i scenario. The spent. fuel pool area in a reprocessing plant will be a controlled access area
) isolated from other material access areas. According to requirements of the Reform

Amendment, the safeguards system must detect the loss of a fuel assembly within two
months after the loss. If the operator would verify the presence of 25 different assemblies;

1

per day from the 800 assemblies in the pool inventory, the safeguards system should be
able to detect the loss of an assembly in two months.

j An item Control and Accounting System (ICAS) partially developed at the llNFP,
patterned after control programs developed at other facilities such as llanford Fngineering
Development Laboratory (llEDL), l.os Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and
ORNL would increase the effectiveness of the safeguards applied to the head end. This
system would maintain a computer data base of the assemblies entering, leaving, and

; stored in the pool. The data base used in the ICAS would greatly facilitate the verification
! procedure described above. '

{ This system 4 tone should be capable of satisfying the requirements of the Reform

| Amendment. It can be concluded that the fuel storage area does not present a safeguards
i ptoblem in the context of the amendment This area will not be considered further in this

report.
!

3.2.2 Shearing and Diwolution
!

Fuel shearing and dissolution are performed in the remote process cell of the llNIl'.
'

All operations and maintenance activitics within this cell are designed to be performed

;
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! remotely. The fuel-transfer conveyor transports the fuel assembly from the fuel transfer
0001 (adjacent to the fuel storage pool) to the remote process cell. The conveyor cart that

'

holds the fuel assembly is pulled up a guide track into a horizontal unloading position.;

After the cart cover is raised, the fuel assembly is pushed frem the cart onto a fuel
| transfer table and into the shear feed magazine. Both the end fittings and the sheared rods

fall by gravity through the diverter, which channels the sheared pieces into the dissolver

! basket. Approximately 3.5 h of shearing are required to load a dissolver basket containing
~l.7 h!TU of fuel (17 kg of plutonium).i

| The feed mechanism of the shear will not operate unless a control-room signal indi-
1 cates downstream conditions are suitable for shearing. This control-room indicator ensures
| that the dissolver cycle status is correct for receiving chopped fuel. The 4 h dissolver cycle

includes a dissolution step, teach step, and rinse step (shear and dissolution combined
represent an 8-h cycle). When dissolution is complete, a crane is used to remove the dis-
solver basket containing the hulls from the dissolver and transfers it to the hull monitor.
This monitor analyzes the activity of the hulls to determine if they contain undissolved spe-
cial nuclear material (SNht). These monitors are expected to achieve an accuracy of

i 100% on the material contained. This material should bc <0.1% of the total uranium or
j plutonium in the dissolver batch, which means that losses much smaller than 2 kg could be

( readily detected.
i The changing of both the physical and chemical form of the SNh1 in the remote pro-

cess cell makes it difficult to safeguard this portion of the plant using dynamic material;

accour. ting techniques. Item accounting techniques could be used up to the point where the

) assembly enters the shear. Once the assembly is sheared, item accounting techniques are
; no longer useful. At this point additional safeguards techniques must be applied.

The maximum plutonium concentration of solutions in the remote process cell will be j

2 to 3 g/L. Plutonium remains mixed with low enriched / depleted uranium and the high-
I activity fission products. Diversion of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) will require accumulation |
i of 700 to 1000 L (i.e., four to five $5-gal drums, each with radiation levels of hundreds of

i rems per hour.
Alternatively, considering the hull pieces, the nominal residual uranium is assumed to

be 0.1% as a generally accepted criteria and is based on limited experi:nce at the llNFP'

} during processing of LWR fuel. The 5 Fkg (2 kg of plutonium) detection goal represents

]
the total residual of more than 100 dissolver batches of hull pieces, all exhibiting the i

! characteristically high radiation levels of fuel pieces. liven considering the possibility of
incomplete dissolution, removal of hulls does not represent a credible diversion path.4

Although material in this area is usually exempt from the power of-detection require-
7

ments identified in 70.83(b) and (c) of the Reform Amendment, some applicable safe.3

j guards functions will be described. In the llNI P design, solutions from the dinolvers are
! accumulated in the feed surge tank and batchwise transferred to the input accountability

) tank for measurement as the primary plant input. A control area is established from the

j shear input to the necountability tank. Area mass balances will be constructed using reac.
tor data for input measurements for the fuel anemblics, input accountability tank meas- [!

urement as the output for the area, with hull piece SNh1 residual measurements also con-
sidered. The basic goal is to establish S R differences for site SNh1 receipt thicumentation

;

; and potential adjustments to reactor burnup codes.

!

1

I

i

!
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,

j in the safeguards consideration, tank transfer monitoring should be capable of the
| 5-Fkg loss detection. The abrupt removal of solution containing 2 kg of plutonium
j represents the loss of 10 to 20% of a dissolution batch. This is readily detected by monitor-
| ing transfers between and volumes within the dissolser feed surge tank and the input
i accountability tank.

Actual material balance calculations will be less sensitive to abrupt losses from this
area than tank monitoring. Dissolver operations and the use of the feed surge tank result in
blending of solutions from various dissolver batches. Tracking the dissolution of individual

j assemblies to the input tank for individual assembly measurement comparison is not possi-
ble under normal operations. Normal activity for the IlNFP design is to Rush this head-
end area after each customer fuel lot (~1 to 2 weeks). At this time, the balance will be
closed, and comparisons of measured quantitics to reactor-calculated quantities (shipper's
values) will be made.

Considering the typical fuellot time of a week, throughpt will be 350 kg of plu-
tonium measured in ~20 batches. Assuming an accuracy of 0.5% (relative uncertainty;

on total measured plutonium at the 95% confidence level) can be achieved, the limits of!

error as defined in the regulations are <0.5 kg for the cumulative total measured through
the accountability tank. This is the output measurement for the area. Ilowever, the input2

| measurement is from reactor calculations. The history of LWR processing at the llNFP
suggests that these data are subject to systematic error of several percent (up to 5%
relative error on the calculated plutonium content). Thus, balance capabilities are
dominated by the accuracy of the predictor codes. As the computational tools are

, improved, capabilities to achieve the detection goals by mass balance method in the time
'

frame established in the regulations for these highly radioactive solutions could be
achieved.

The techniques of routine monitoring and potential for material balance analysis indi-
cate that the requirements of the Reform Amendment most likely can be met in the shear
and dissolution area of the reproc-ssing plant. This area will not be considered further in

i
the analyses of this report.

j 3.2.3 Accountability, Feed Preparation, Codecontamination, and Partitioning

| This area encompasses equipment from the input accountability tank to the point at
which the plutonium and uranium streams enter the final purification cycles. At the front
end of the !)NFP design, after input accountability measurements are made, solutions are

| transferred batchwise to one of two feed adjustment tanks. Transfers are by steam jet at a '

| frequency of about once every 8 h. In the feed adjustment tank, the acid concentration of
the feed material is adjusted to ~2.5 Af. After adjustment, these hatches are transferred
to the ilA feed tank through a feed clarification centrifuge. This steam jet transfer takes
~4 h to complete. During this time, material is continually added to the llA feed tank
while the tank feeds the codecontamination equipment. This dynamic situation makes

|

accurate measurements of both the feed adjustment tank and the feed tank contents more I

difficult.
Two other process tanks play a role in this area in the llNI P design. A dissolver

flush accumulator tank is used to receive dilute flush batches. These batches come through

_-- - - . - . - - . _ _ - - - - _ . _ . _ _ .. - _ - - . - . . - - _ _ - -
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I

| the accountability tank after head-end turnaround following each change in customer fuel

| or type. These batches occur every one to two weeks and are gradually blended with feed,
I whether as adjustments to normal batches or blends in the IIA feed tank. A sump collec-
i tion tank is also provided. While the name implies sump material recycle, it actually sen;es

; as a general recycle tank for process solutions and is not expected to routinely contain sig-
nificant quantities of material.

j Fuel solutions bearing uranium, plutonium, and fission products enter the codecontam-

| ination' cycle. A simplified equipment diagram is provided in Fig. 3.1. A multistage centri- |
'

fugal contactor is used to achieve initial separation of the uranium and plutonium from the

i fission products. The organic phase extracts the uranium and plutonium, leaving 95 to 98% |
'

| of the fission products in the aqueous raffinate. At this point in the process, the dose rate
of the organic stream bearing the uranium and plutonium product drops below the 100

; rem /h Reform Amendment action limit.
i
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i iis. 3.1. Codecontamination cycle.

| Trace quantities of plutonium remain with the aqueous waste stream (ilAW). liigh

| activity of the associated fission products, with the very low concentrations of plutonium
I make this waste stream of reduced concern to safeguards. This waste stream undergoes

| concentration prior to accountability measurement and disposal.
In the BNFP design, the organi: product stream from the centrifugal contactor passes

through a pulsed scrub column (IIS) where a low acid scrub stream removes most of the
residual fission products. The design permits use of this column for decontamination in the 1

event of failures in the centrifugal contactor. |
,

| Through this point, while radiation levels fall off, plutonium concentrations are typi-

| cally I g/L or less in the process streams. Removal of 5 Fkg (2 kg of plutonium) quanti-

|
ties requires unauthorized transfers of thousands of liters of solution and diversion of large

|
fractions of process flows over several hours (i.e.,25% over 4 h).

i

I

I
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Organic solutions from the llS column (the llSP) are combined with the organic
waste streams recycled from the plutonium purification cycle at this point. T he recyc!c
stream is typically far less than gram-per-liter concentrations of plutonium and typically
less than grams per hour in plutonium mass flow. The combined organic streams pass into
the partition cycle in which the plutonium is separated from the uranium. A simplified
process diagram is shown in Fig. 3.2. The first step is the IB clectro-pulse column.
Although specific details of this column design are proprietary, its operation involves the
reduction of the tetravalent plutonium to the trivalent state by electrochemically generated
uranium (IV). The electro-pulse column operates in conjunction with a more conventional
pulsed scrub column (IBX). The bulk of the plutonium is reduced and stripped to the
acucous phase of the electro-pulse column. The organic stream carries uranium and traces
of plutonium to the IBX scrub column.

Organic uranium product from the IBX column goes to the IC column for stripping
and on to final purification. The aqueous stream from the IBX column, after picking up
the residual plutonium, recycles back to the electro-pulse column to provide the aqueous
phase to strip the plutonium. It passes through the iBX column and on to the iBP tank
and plutonium purification.

From the electro-pulse column on to plutonium purification, plutonium flows remain
at ~2 kg/h while concentrations are now 10 to 20 g/L. Concern about safeguards begins
to increase since total volume to remove the relevant quantity of concern is 100 to 200 L
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(or a single 55-gal drum). Radiation levels are no longer prohibitive. This area of the plant
presents a challenge in meeting the objectives of the Reform Amendment.

While the specifics of recommended techniques will be discussed in later chapters, it is
proposed to subdivide this area and use a combination of mass / material balance analysis
and comparative monitoring of several now measurements. While the material in this area
is still rather unattractive for diversion potential, the material loses its exemption based on
radiation levels and must be considered in the safeguards design. The provisions of the
Reform Amendment can be met with little additional expense to the operator. It requires |
safeguards tests that are consistent with modern approaches to process monitoring. Achiev- |
ing the desired sensitivity requires a thorough understanding of measuremems and meas-

'

urement errors as well as statistical techniques that are sensitive under specific, inherent
measurement conditions. The specifics will be discussed in later chapters.

3.2.4 Plutonium Purification

The plutonium purification portion of the BNFP design includes equipment and activi-
ties from the IBP tank, which receives the separated plutonium stream from the partition
cycle, to the plutonium product tanks. Plutonium bearing solutions enter the area at 10 to
20 g/L concentrations with residual traces of fission product activity. They leave as the
highly purified product solutions at 250 g/L or more. These solutions, particularly those
beyond the product concentrator, are highly sensitive in terms of diversion potential. The
dynamic nature of process operations and the sensitive material contained make this area
of primary concern for safeguards design.

Physically, the entire plutonium purification cycle, with the exception of the IBP tank,
is contained within the heavily shielded plutonium purification cell (PPC). The |BP tank is
in the adjacent process cell, but interconnecting piping does not penetrate personnel access
areas. The PPC is scaled with a massive concrete plug at the top and a shielding door at
the ' lowest operating level. A pump niche is provided just inside the shielding door with
access to the actual cell through an airlock door from the pump niche. This design allows
access to the product transfer pumps without access to the process cell. Ilowever, pump
access still requires opening the shielding door, which is not routine.

The plutonium purification process is shown in Fig. 3.3. The description of the process
starts with the 1BP tank. It is a 1700-L, Raschig ring -filled sessel designed to provide
surge capacity be. ween the partition cycle and plutonium purification. The vessel will rou-
tinely contain ~5J% of capacity, which represents a routine inventory of 8 to 16 kg of plu-

'

tonium.
As noted above, plutonium process rates are ~2 kg/h, and removal of quantities of

concern require diversion of most of a flowing process stream. Surge points, on the other
hand, usually contain large inventories. In the case of the lilP, a 5 likg removal in the

'

abrupt sense involves from 12 to 25% of the tank volume. The tilP tank also has a cold
chemical add line to allow continuous acid adjustment prior to feed to the purification
cycles. This complicates safeguards tests and must also be considered.

The front end of the purification cycle also includes the plutonium rework tank. This

!
also is a 1700 L, Raschig-ring-filled tank. It provides a catchall for most plutonium

! purification equipment. Most equipment overflows to this vessel, and it provides capacity
|
1

!

|

!
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and capabilities for recycle of off-specification plutonium product solution. While this tank
is not routinely expected to contain material, solutions collected will normally be blended

,

with solutions from the IBP tank. i

| The IBP tank feeds the plutonium purification cycles. As noted above, feed concentra-

| tions are 10 to 20 g/L of plutonium. Two cycles of solvent extraction provide the final
i purification steps. Throughout these cycles product streams range from 40 to 80 g/L.

| Column waste streams are generally expected to be considerably lower than gram per-liter !

| quantities.

The 2A column is a multistage pulse column that is operated with a bottom interface
(organic continuous). It is equipped with liquid level, density, and interface control instru-,

'

mentation and is vented to the plutonium off-gas (POG) system. Aqueous feed containing
the plutonium enters the center portion of the column from the IBP tank. Two aqueous

1
scrub streams (2AS and 2AIS) formed by in line blending of recovered acid and recycle

l water enter the upper portion of the column. The column receives organic extractant
(2AX) from the no. I solvent system. The column is pulsed through the extractant inlet,

line. A sample from the aqueous waste stream (2AW) flows through a continuous monitor
l that may be analyzed for plutonium content. The organic product stream (2AP) flows to
! the 28 column.
; The 2B column completes the first cycle of purification. It is a multistage puhe

column that is operated with a top interface (aqueous continuous). It is equipped with '

! liquid level, density, and interface control instrumentation and is vented to the POG sys-
,

j tem. The column receives organic feed solution from the 2A column (2AP) and is pulsed '

! through the 2AP inlet line, it receives aqueous stripping solution (2ilX) formed by in line
blending of recovered raid and recycled water. The c rganic waste stream (211W) is con-

j tinuously sampled. This sample stream is passed through a monitor that can provide con-
"

tinuous analysis of plutonium content. The aqueous product stream (211P) is transferred to
the 3A column sia the 211P heat exchanger. The 211P stream can also be sampled.

The 3A column starts the second cycle, it is a multistage pulse column that is
operated with a bottom interface (organic continuous). It is equipped with liquid level,

j density, temperature, and interface control instrumentation and is vented to the POG sys-
tem. The aqueous feed stream (3Al') enters the center of the column. The 3Al' stream is
made up of the 211P stream and a nitric acid butt stream mised in line. Two aqueous scrub '

streams (3AS and 3AIS) enter the upper portion of the column. The 3AS stream comes |,

; from the 3 M cold acid system, and the 3AIS stream is formed by in line blending of (
i recoscred acid and recycled water. The column receives organic extractant (3AX) from the
2 no. I solvent system and is pulsed through the extractant inlet line. The aqueous waste

stream (3AW) is transferred to the ISit tank. A rample from the 3AW stream is continu-
|

,

||
ously passed through a monitor that can analyic plutonium content of the stream. The '

organic product stream (3AP) is transferred to the 311 column.
The 311 column is a multistage pulse column that is operated with a top interface

(aqueous continuous) It is aho equipped with liquid. level, density, and interface control;

j instrumentation and is vented to the POG system. The organic feed stream from the 3A
j column enters at the center of the column. The aqueous estractant stream (311X) enters at :

1 the top of the column. The 311X is made up of 3 M cold acid and hydrosylamine nitrate !

,

i

1
. . .
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i

blended in-line. Samples of the organic waste stream (38W) streams pass through moni-i

) tors that can continuously analyze for plutonium content. The aqueous product stream
! (3BP) may be sampled and is continuously monitored for fission product activity. Normal
! How is to the 3PS diluent wash column. If activity levels are high, the stream may be
! rerouted back to the 1BP tank for recycle or to the plutonium rework tank.

The 3PS diluent scrub column is a packed column filled with stainless steel Pall rings
!

and run with a bottom interface (organic continuous). It is equipped with liquid-level, den-
sity, and interface control instrumentation and is sented to the POG system. It receives,

aqueous feed solutian (3BP) from the 3B column. The organic stream is a diluent-only
scrub supplied by the diluent feed system. The 3SW organic waste stream, which is essen-,

} tially pure diluent, Hows to the ?SW head pot where it is combined with the 3AP stream.
| The aqueous product is transferred to the 3P concentrator.

The organic waste streams (2BW and 3BW) ar'e combined and recycled back to the
electro-pulse column. Flow should be 200 to 300 L/h with concentrations considerably
below gram per-liter levels. Aqueous waste streams (2AW and 3AW) are combined with
the plutonium concentrator overheads, (discussed later in this section) cycled to the IS1

] waste recovery system. Combined now of this ISF stream should be 500 to 600 L/h with
| plutonium concentrations well below gram-per liter levels.

] To reemphasize a point, mass Dows throughout this purification process, are ~2 kg of
plutonium per hour. Removal of 5 Fkg (2 kg of plutonium) requires removal of 100% of!

i
the stream for an hour (25% for 4 h). While this presents a challenge for safeguards,
sescral monitoring techniques that will be described below are available and can be applied
with minimum impact on the plant operator. To this point the only exception is the area
around the IDP tank. This presents somewhat of a larger problem because of the larger

i inventory and dynamic nature.

The question of pulse column, in process inventories should also be addressed at this
point. Pulse column, in process inventories are dynamic and difficult to measure. The abil.
ity to measure these holdups has an innuence on the overall sensitivity of safeguards tests.t

The dynamics of pulse column operation and characterization of concentration profiles that
!

dictate inventories have been the goals of extensive R&D activities. Heyerlin (Clemson),
i llurkhart (lowa State University), Cermak (UNFP), and others, particularly at BNFP, ,

have thoroughly investigated the theoretical models. The HNFP test runs during 1980 and
1981 included several tests to verify inventory predictions. Although these tests were pet.:

I formed at flowsheets of 6 kg of heavy metal per hour, the results demonstrate -ballpark"
J estimates for inventory in the UNI P plutonium purification columns. The results as
1 reported in llNFP internal correspondence were
|

| 2A column: ~20 kg JA column: ~12 kg' ;

2B column ~5 kg 311 column. ~5 kg '

t

j Again these are tests under operating conditions somewhat different than in normal
. Howsheets but show general magnitudes fo* capected inventory.
| The 3P concentrator is a thermos) phon concentrator consisting of a simple vertical
j cylinder, 7 in. diam and 10 It 10.in. high, and is constructed of titanium, it is equipped

:

f
;

.
:

l
*

I.
'
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with liquid-level, density, temperature, and pressure instrumentation. A tantalum mist'

eliminator pad is located in the vapor outlet line. A cold-chemical flush line is provided for
the mist eliminator pad. The concentrator receives the aqueous stream from' the 3PS1

column (3 PSP). The vapor flows to the 3P condenser. The bottoms solution recirculates
through the reboiler to the concentrator. A continuous bottoms stream Dows to the plu-,

tonium product catch tank. The product line is vented to the POG system above the con-
centrator liquid level.

The plutonium catch tank is a vertical slab,3 ft 6 in, long by 5 ft 10 in. high by 2.25
in. wide, with a capacity of 26 gal. The tank has a sloped bottom for drainage and a
20-mil thick cadmium sheet on the cell side face for neutron isolation. The tank is

i equipped with liquid-level, density, and temperature measurement instrumentation. An air
'

sparger is provided, and the tank is vented to the POG system. It overuaws to the plu-
; tonium rework tank. No sampler is installed. The tank receives the concentrated aqueous

.

plutonium product solution (3PCP) from the 3P concentrator. Solution in the tank is
j transferred batchwise via the plutonium catch tank pump to the plutonium product sample

; tank. The plutonium catch tank has a 5-gpm centrifugal pump located in the pump niche
within the PPC. !

j The plutonium product sample tank is a vertical slab,7 ft 6 in. high by 6 ft long by

| 2.25 in, wide, with a capacity of 56 gal. The tank has a sloped bottom for drainage and a

i 20-mil cadmium sheet on the cell side for neutron isolation. The tank is equipped with den-

sity, liquid-lesel, and temperature instrumentation. It has an air sparger, is vented to the
POG system, and overflows to the plutonium product catch tank. It is equipped with a

; sampler. Normally, a single batch of product solution consists of two batches from the
catch tank. Solutions from this tank may be transferred to the plutonium rework tank or
on to the interim plutonium product storage tanks.

| The three interim plutonium product storage tanks are vertical slabs,11 ft 4 in. long

j by 7 ft 6 in. high by 2.125 in. wide, with a capacity of 110 gal cach. Each tank has a
; sloped bottom for drainage and a 20-mil cadmium sheet on the cell side for neutron isola-

tion. Each tank is equipped with liquid level, density, and temperature instruments, and

i has an air sparger and a sampler. One tank overCows to another; that tank overflows to
the third; and the third overflows to the plutonium rework tank. The tanks receive solution
from the plutonium sample tank. Solution in the tanks may be transferred to the plu-

:

tonium rework tank, to either of the other two tanks, or to the plutonium product 100-L
,

j measuring tank via the plutonium product pumps. The plutonium product pumps are
5 gpm centrifugal pumps, one anociated with each storage tank, located in the PPC pump

i niche.

The plutonium product 100-L measuring tank is a vertical slab,4 ft 9 in. long by 5 ft
high by 2.25 in, wide, with a capacity of 28 gal. It has a sloped bottom for drainage and a
20-mil cadmium sheet on the cell side for neutron isolation. It is equipped with liquid level
and density instrumentation, a sampler, and is vented to the POG system; it has an addi-
tion line from the no. 2 muhipurpose cold chemical system. The tank receives solution

j from the plutonium product storage tanks. Solution in the tank free drains to the plu-

| tonium nitrate storage qster! .
; Plutonium purification equipment from the concentrator through the interim storage
I tanks contains the most sensitive materials. Prmluct solutions are concentrated and highly

l

l |
1 .

l
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purified. Throughout this area, the 5-Fkg (2 kg of plutonium) quantity of concern requires
only 8 L of solution (slightly over 2 gal). Static monitoring of process tanks has been
demonstrated to be sensitive to this level of removal during tests at the BNFP. Indeed,
removals of a few hundred milliliters have been detected during these tests on the sensitive
product storage tanks. Ilowever, the tanks are not always static. The catch tank continu-
a!!y receives solutions from the concentrator. Batchwise transfer to the product tank is
expected approximately every 8 h and will take ~0.4 h per transfer. Thus, on a 16-h basis,
transfers are expected from' the product tank to the interim storage tanks. The interim
storage tanks will be transferred to the long-term storage tank on a weekly basis. During
these transfers, intense safeguards activities will be required to monitor tank-to-tank

, transfers.

The entire plutonium purification area represents the largest challenge for the safe-
guards design to meet the requirements of the Reform Amendment. While it presents the
biggest challenge, it is the most studied and well understood area of reprocessing opera-
tions as a result of the minirun demonstrations at the BNFP during 1980-81. A number of
safeguards techniques were proposed and tested during those runs that simulated plu-
tonium processing by substituting natural uranium during operation of the plutonium I

. purification system. These test runs were limited in number and duration but provided
!

valuable information on instrument performance and' potential safeguards detection capa.
bilities.

These test runs indicate that detection goals of the Reform Amendment can be
approached by subdividing the area into several subunits. Mass balance monitoring rou-
tines for comparison of related process parameters and monitoring of static tanks are some
of the advanced techniques that can be combined to approach the detection goals. The
specifics of these techniques and their applications will be discussed in a later chapter.

3.2.5 Long-Term Product Storage (Pa Nitrate Storage Area)

The plutonium nitrate storage area contains vessels and piping required for extended
storage of nitrate product. The area consists of 48 geometrically favorable slab tanks con-
tained in two shielded cells. Nonprocess penetrations into the vessels, such as pneumatic
instrument probes and dilution air supply, enter at the top of the cells from an occupied
area. Process piping penetrations, such as tank inlet and outlet lines and associated valving,
are contained in shielded glove boxes.

Each cell is divided into four modules containing six tanks cach. Moderator slabs are
;

installed between tanks. The six tanks in each module are interconnected with a manifold
to a common pump and manifoldul add lines. Each tank is equipped with level, density,
and temperature measurement instruments. Air sparge lines are not provided, and mixing
is performed by recirculation through the manifolds and common pump.,

Each tank has an internal volume of ~800 L. The working volume is reduced to
~670 L to provide a 14 in. air space above the liquid to allow for an air sweep to remove;

hydrogen generated from radiolysis. The nominal plutonium product concentration is 250
g/L, making the nominal storage capacity for each tank close to 170 kg.

Routine operating procedures have not been demonstrated for the BNFP design. Ilow-
ever, it is anticipated that the contents from all three nitrate interim storage tanks will be

i
i

!
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transferred to the storage area at one time. Thus, material additions to the nitrate storage
area will occur approximately once per week and will require ~8 h for sampling measure-
ments and transfers for each addition.

This area also presents a significant challenge to the safeguards design to meet the
Reform Amendment. The material contained is highly attractive from a diversion stand-
point with concentrations of 250 g/L or more. The storage tanks are accurately calibrated.
Evaluation of calibration data and measurement capabilities show volume measurements

can be made to 0.2 l> liowever, representative sampling can only be accomplished'

after mixing the entire module to homogeneity. Thus, a single sample (or replicates) will I
'

be representative of the entire module. At best the analytical methods may achieve
O.5%* for concentration (relative accuracy on 250-g/L plutonium content). The entire

module may contain up to 1000 kg of plutonium.
While extremely accurate volume measurements can be made, the overall uncertainty

of a single inventory measurement for a module will far exceed the detection goals of the
Reform Amendment. Replicate samples and redundant measurements can improve perfor-
mance; however, they are costly, result in relatively large quantities of material being
removed to the laboratory, are not responsive to detection times of a few hours, and are
still not likely to meet the detection goals.

This entire problem is complicated further by physical changes of the solutions from
radiolysis and evaporation. Tests at the DNFP have shown that clean-acid solutions in
these tanks undergo measurable evaporation over periods of several days.

However, this latter characteristic presents the possibic solution to the safeguards
problem. Accurate volumetric monitoring coupled to tank transfer monitoring during addi-
tions can be very sensitive to removals. The goals of the Reform Amendment may be
achievable using these methods. The details for these proposed methods will be discussed
below.

3.2.6 Additional Plant Areas

The previous sections have described the BNFP systems that contain significant quan-
!

tities of plutonium. Obviously, there are other areas of the plant that will have some traces
'

of plutonium, but concentrations will be very low. These are not of much concern to the
safeguards design to meet provisions of the proposed rule but are mentioned for complete-
ness.

The IS system is included in the BNFP design to maximize the recovery of plu-
tonium. This system receives the aqueous waste streams from the plutonium purification
system (2AW, 3AW) in combination with the plutonium product concentrator overheads
(3PD) and the aqueous waste stream from the uranium purification cycle (2EW). These
streams pass though a decanter to remove any carryover organic. The aqueous stream
enters the ISF feed tank, which continuously feeds the IS pulse column. The feed stream

'Except where noted, through the remainder of this report, uncertainties expreswd in absolute or percent
units or in percent of measured value (relative errors) are estimates of the 95'I confidence limits.

f
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will normally carry a few grams per liter concentration of uranium with very low concen-
trations of plutonium. Contents of the aqueous feed stream are extracted to the organic
and recycled back to the electro-pulse column. The safeguards significance of this system is
its potential contribution to the material balance calculations around the partition cycle.
Quantities are not expected to be significant with plutonium mass-flow rates of a few
grams per hour.

The IIAW system provides concentration of aqueous wastes from the codecontamina-
tion cycle. The liAW stream, potentially combined with bottoms from other waste concen-
trations, is continually fed to the 11AW concentrator. Bottoms from this concentration are
continually drawn off to a catch tank with batchwise transfers to the liAW sample tank
for final accountability measurements prior to disposal. The significance of this area is in
the potential plutonium content from the IIAW stream. This is normally expected to con-
tain a few tenths of one percent of the feed quantities of the codecontamination cycle.
Again, this has a small effect on material balance considerations around the decontamina-
tion cycle.

There are two' solvent cicanup systems in the BNFP design. The no. I solvent system
receives the organic waste stream from the IC column. Recovered organic from this sys-
tem satisfies the needs of the IIA contactor, IS column, 2A column, and 3A column as
well as several other small organic streams. The no. 2 solvent system is dedicated to the
uranium purification cycle, receiving the waste stre?m from the 2E column and delivering
the extractant stream to the 2D column. Neither system should receive anything above;

trace quantities of plutonium.
The LAW-acid recovery system receives overheads from the IIAW, aqueous waste

from the IS system, overheads froia the intercycle and uranium product concentrators, and
several other condensate sources. The general purpose concentrator system receives
general-process liquids and waste streams from solvent cleanup. The LAW concentrator
bottoms transfer to the IIAW system while the general-purpose concentrator bottoms are
generally measured for accountability and transferred to disposal. Both of these systems
contain only trace quantities of plutonium. With the exception of accountability measure-
ments of general purpose concentrator bottoms for " conventional accounting" considera-
tions, these systems pose no concern under the Reform Amendment.

'

A service concentrator system handles building drain water, with the bottoms
transferred to the general-purpose system. The dissolver off-gas system includes NO2
absorption and iodine scrub. Vessel off-gas undergoes iodine scrub. Aqueous discharges
from the off-gas systems will not include measurable plutonium.

The above systems are not given further consideration in this report. They are
presented for completeness of the discussion of the BNFP design and are not a factor of

j concern for meeting the objectives of the Reform Amendment. For the most part, signifi-
cant quantities of safeguard-sensitive material cannot reach these systems, and periodic

'

(8 h) samples should detect any upset conditions.

i
e

t
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4. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF TECilNIQUES

There continues to be disagreement about th: definitions of the various techniques
(accountability and process control) that use plant measurement data to make safeguards
assessments. While this is not an attempt to standardize the definitions, the following dis-
cussions are mear t to provide an understanding of how the terms are used in the context of
this report for a reprocessing plant.

4.1 NEAR-REAL-TIME ACCOUNTING

Material balance accounting is a traditional safeguards and nuclear material control
technique. Very simply, (1) an inventory period is defined, (2) beginning inventory is
measured, (3) all measured inputs are added, (4) all measured removals are subtracted,
(5) a book inventory is maintained, (6) an ending inventory (physical inventory) is meas-
ured, and (7) the material balance closure is made resulting in the calculations of an
inventory difference (ID), which is subsequently evaluated as the ID for safeguards
considerations.

More appropriately material balance accounting is calculation of the book inventory
(beginning inventory plus inputs minus outputs) and measurement of the physical inven-
tory (ending inventory in the traditional definition). Thus, all material balance accounting
may be more simply defined as comparison of book inventory to physical inventory, and ID
may be defined as the difference between the two.

The term "near real-time accounting" has been applied to a broad range of activities
throughout the industry. For the most part, it has referred to attempts to maintain a near-
real-time book inventory and make this book inventory available on demand for reconcilia-
tion to some physical verification. For most facilities, this involves reconciliation of item
locations and identifications. A reprocessing facility is very different.

Maintenance of the near real-time book inventory can be achieved with near-real time
accounting techniques for the separations portion of a reprocessing plant. This is a non-
trivial problem of maintaining accounts for input and output transfers. Ilowever, the large
dynamic inventory of the operating facility makes measurement and reconciliation of phy-
sical inventory to the book very difficult. The different methods of reconciliation give rise
to different subsets of the near-real time accounting technique. For purposes of this report,
three techniques will be considered and terminology developed to distinguish these tech-
niques.

4-1
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4.1.1 Comentional Accounting

" Conventional accounting' is the term used to describe the method of material bal-
ance closure using shutdown and flushout physical inventory. This method requires the
shutdown of operations activities, flushout of process equipment, and the accumulation of
residual materials in static measurable locations. Obviously, the flushout activity is time i

consuming and co3tly, usually requiring two weeks in a plant like the BNFP. Current regu- )
lations require this activity on a six-month basis. Ilowever, six-month closures are not l

timely relative to the detection goals of the proposed regulations. The high-throughput
'

quantities during a six-month period also limit the sensitivity of the closure to detect loss
or unauthorized removal. This technique does minimize the effects of uncertainties in
measurement of plant holdup and provides a baseline to begin the more timely and sensi-

~

tive safeguards monitoring techniques. While its usefulness in terms of the Reform Amend-
ment is limited, these flushout inventories will still be necessary, perhaps on an annual
basis to reset the more timely detection techniques.

4.1.2 Near-Real-Time Accounting

There continues to be considerable discussion throughout the industry of the definition
of near-real-time accounting. In many applications, the definition is limited to the activities
associated with maintenance of the book inventory, which is then available in near real
time for a physical seconciliation to current inventory, usually containers. For the repro-
cessing plant application, maintenance of this near real-time book inventory is only part of
the near-real-time accounting. The large dynamic inventory within the operating plant
requires development of an on-line inventory measurement technique for physical reconcili-
ation to the near-real-time book. Some attention has been focused on providing these in-
process inventories at frequencies of a week or a few days (notably during the TASTEX
experiments at the Tokai Facility). Tests at the BNFP during 1978-1982 were aimed at
hoerly inventories with the additional constraint of having no prerequisites involving
specific operating conditions. The goal has been to rnake the inventories frequent and
totally transparent to operations.

This near-real time accounting approach may be applied to the entire facility, thus
taking advantage of the accurate accountability level input and output measurements.
While this approach has the advantage of accurate throughput measurements, the uncer-
tainties in measurement of the large dynamic inventory is the limiting factor for sensitivity.
Thus, the oserall facility can be subdivided into smaller units (control units, unit processes,
etc.) with near real-time accounting applied across these smaller units. In this application,
the absolute magnitude of the measured inventory, and consequently the absolute
uncertainty of the measurement, is reduced. Ilowever, there is a trade-off in the ability to
make accurate throughput (i.e., input / output) measurements for these smaller units.

While there is little difference in actual technique for the reprocessing plant applica-
tion, near real time material balance accounting can be considered as thi ucounting
activities using the traditional input and output batch measurements. Liken , near-real-
time control unit accounting can be considered as trm,e accounting activities across plant
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subunits using available process control measurements (usually dynamic flow and concen-
tration measurements integrated over time) as the input and output measurements. Both
near-real-time strategies (i.e., material balances and control unit) require dynamic meas-
urement of the in-process inventory.

4.2 MASS-FLOW COMPARLSONS

In many areas of a plant like the llNFP, removal of 5 Ekg of material over a period
of 1 to 4 h requires diverting at least 25%/h of the process stream over the 4 h or 100%
over an hour. The simple technique of comparison of heavy metal mass flows into and out
of an area can be sensitive to these removals. While similar to unit process accounting this
technique does not address inventories, and no inventory measurements are needed. While
it can be argued that this technique is unit process accounting or near-real-time accounting
with an assumed constant inventory for the closure, the terminology of mass-flow compari-
sons is used to describe this technique for this report.

This technique requires on-line measurement of concentration and measurement cf
flow. The tests performed at the BNFP have usually involved integration of these measure-
ments on a 15-min basis. Most of this work was done during the 1980 81 miniruns and
centered on the plutonium purification cycle. During these tests mass flow balances around
the various columns were made to within ~100 to 200 g/h during operations under a 5 to,

6-kg/h flowsheet. Some limited test runs during 1982 indicate similar relative precisions
can be obtained around the codecontamination and partition cycles.

4.3 STATIC TANK MONITORING

In the confusing safeguards terminology, the technique of static tank monitoring has
been considered a process monitoring technique by so ae. OtScrs insist it is simply unit-
process accounting around a single tank with the assumption of no change in inventory.
Ilowe'.cr the technique is classed, it provides a very sensitive tool for detection of loss or
unauthorized removal from static storage tanks.

The technique uses process control instrumentation for level and density measurement.
This information is sufficient to calculate tank volumes. The sensitivity of the technique is

'

specific to each tank and dependent on the observed process noise. During tests at the
HNFP, routine noise in the interim plutonium product storage tanks was at the level of
t 100 mL Actual removals of as little as 250 mL were routinely detected under tests per-
formed at the HNFP during the miniruns of 1980-81.

4.4 TANK-TO-TANK TRANSFER MONITORING

While tank monitoring is sensitive to removals during static conditions, it cannot
detect problems during additions or removals from tanks. This requires a program of
tank to-tank transfer monitoring. Again, this can be considered process monitoring or unit
process accounting. Ilowever, for this report it is considered separately as one of the neces-
sary safeguards techniques.

m
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Several approaches to this concept huc been tried. A simple volume balance after the
transfer is complete is probably the most timely. Where transfers are made on a batchwise
basis with samples and analytical results for concentration, a mass balance can be calcu-
lated.

A third approach is to measure and calculate the rate of tank depletion for coirpari-
son to the corresponding tank rate of increase.

All of these variations of tank-to-tank transfer monitoring have applications in the
various parts of the BNFP design. The specifics of each application will be discussed in
following scetions.

4.5 CON 1PARATIVE PARAN1ETER 510NITORING

There are locations in the BNFP design where a particular parameter is remeasured
at a separate location. Comparison of these measurements can be sensitive to removals. For
instance, there arc several measurements of the organic How throughout the codecontami-
nation cycles. These measurements should compare. Since removal of 5 Ekg of material
requires removal of a high percentage of process flows, this comparison should be sensitive.

Again, in the confusion of safeguards terminology, it can be argued that this is a vari.
ation of unit process accounting, or it is simply process monitoring. For this report, com-
parative parameter monitoring refers to the technique of direct comparison of measured
parameters.

4.6 CON 1PUTERIZED AUTON1ATIC TRANSN11'ITt.R cal.lHRATION (AUTO-CAIJ

Computerized automatic transmitter calibration, or -Auto-Cal" as it has become
known, is a technique applied at the BNFP to significantly improve the accursey of inex-
pensive process control, differential pressure transmitters. These devices provide the major-
ity of measurement data from the reprocessing separations facility. While Auto Cal is not
specifically a safeguards technique, it is necessary to provide safeguards quality data from
process control instruments and will be discussed here.

As part of the BNFP test program over the years, a number of commercially available
differential pressure measurement devices were tested and used under operating conditions.
These ranged from expensive, highly accurate devices like electromanometers to the off-
the-shelf process control devices. While accuracies of the expensive devices were on the
order of 0.1%, the latter devices were found to exhibit accuracies of 5 to 10% (absolute
uncertainty of the linear output). h1 ore detailed investigations rescaled this poor accuracy
was due to two major characteristics of these instruments.

The first problem was in the assumptions concerning transmitter output. They are
usually analog output devices driving a de current loop from 4 to 20 mA corresponding to
0% of output to 100'X of output. The assumption is that the O to 10(M output signal,4 to
20 mA output, is linear over the range and proportional to a linear input signal. In reality,
the output is not linear. Over a given linear input signal, the output signal (expressed as
percent of scale) may be biased low by 3% at the upper range and high by 5% at the lower
range as an example.

. . . . . . _
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The second problem affecting transmitter performance is field calibration. Installed,
the lower limit of the output scale (0% or 4 mA) is set to correspond to a lower limit dif-
ferential pressure (such as 5 in, of water). The upper limit (100% or 20 mA) is set to an
upper limit (such as 20 in. of water). The ability of the technician to set these end points
exactly is referred to as calibration uncertainty and also limits the accuracy of the
transmitter output. Random noise associated with instrument electronics and variations
within the pneumatic system itself are also included.

'

Testing at the BNFP showed the nonlinearity of the transmitters is specific to indivi-
dual instruments. Rather than assuming linearity, the actual output polynominal curve can,

j be described after some laboratory testing. This characteristic nonlinear output persists
i

although the end points (calibration set points) change due to recalibration, drift, or sud-
den shifts. However, tests showed the end points stay relatively constant oser periods of
time (on the order of weeks) with significant shifts (several percent) from changes in
instrument-environment temperature (tens of degrees).4

It was observed that over periods of weeks, when set point and nonlinear effects were
removed (systematic effects corrected), the remaining random error was on the order of;

; 0.5 to 1.0% (absolute error in linear, O to 100% output). Thus, these process control de-
vices should be capable of 0.5 to 1.0% performance.

4

At the BNFP, a computerized calibration check system was installed. Each process
instrument was interfaced to the computer system. A high-accuracy, differential-pressure
gauge was also interfaced as the standard. Two sets of computer-controlled solenoids were '

installed with each process measurement instrument. The first set allowed isolation of the -,

'

instrument from the process measurement lines. Lines to the second set of valves connected

to a manifold on the high-accuracy standard device. Activation of these valves placed the
standard in parallel to the process device.

The calibration of each device was checked on regular frequencies (usually 4 to 6 h).
;

j This was accomplished in one of two ways. Either the high-accuracy devices read the
actual process signal in parallel to the process device, or both instruments were isolated:

} from the process signal and a known or standard pressure introduced and read by both
1

instruments. In either case, differences were calculated and used to locate the actual
current calibration of the instrument.

The computer contained the actual nonlinear transmitter output relationship (as
4

opposed to the assumed linear output). It also had information about the current calibra-.

tion and setpoints from the calibration checks. Together these data were used to correct
the on line readings from the process devices. This system of calibration checks and com-

puted output signals improves the performance of routine process control instruments by a.

factor of ten.

Implementation of such a system is important to the safeguards program. This report
deals throughout with extraction of safeguards information from process control informa-
tion. In most cases, this improved accuracy is necessary to meet the safeguards objectives.

;

The 'lternatives are to install expensive instruments in parallel to existing instruments toa
'

provide the accuracies necessary. The Auto-Cal program is a cost effective way to achieve
; nearly the same results.
<

n
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; 5. SINGLE-SPACE, SINGLE-TIME,
"

ABRUPT-LOSS DETELTION

'

The fuel storage pool area and the shearing and dissolution area both contain signifi-
j cant quantities of plutonium during routine operation but do not require further discussion
I for reasons described in.the previous section. This section will discuss safeguards tech-
! niques that are suggested for each of the other areas to meet the goals of the Reform
; Amendment.

j The. first part of this chapter will be devoted to a general discussion of demonstrated
j capabilities for the safeguards techniques that have been tried by various groups at the
j BNFP. Then specific recommendations of techniques most appropriate for each control
; area will be made.

: Those control areas described in Sect. 3 of this report as presenting challenges to the
I safeguards design will be discussed in great detail. While recommended techniques may
! involve division of these areas into subareas, those original control area designations will be

maintained. This chapter will focus on techniques to htect abrupt removals of 5 Fkg. The
i assumption is made that the removal occurs over a period of <4 h. Tests must respond to

these losses within 3 d for Class I A material. These are the so-called single-space, single-3

time removals. Later chapters deal with detection capabilities for multiple-space, single-
time loss and the protracted (trickle) losse

5.1 ACCOUNTABILITY, FEED PREPARATION, CODECONTAMINATION,
AND PARTITIONING

1

: This section deals with the specific tests to be applied for detection of abrupt removals
#

from the front end of the separations process.
This area of the reprocessing plant covers activities and equipment from the input

; accountability tank to the point where the separated uranium and plutonium streams enter
j their respective purification cycles. Details of process equipment and stream compositions
; are presented in Sect. 3.2.

The recommended safeguards program for this area begins with a breakdown of the;

i area into two basic subarcas. The first includes surge tankage from the input accountabil-
! ity tank to the IIA feed tank. The second covers the codecontamination and partition cycle
; equipment.
!
i

5.1.1 Accountability and Feed Preparation Area Tests
,

j

| Safeguards to detect the abrupt removal of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) from the first
j' area can be easily achieved with application of static tank monitoring and tank to-tank
;
4

i 5-1

;

I
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transfer monitoring techniques. The most difficult applications for the area are detection of
removals from the liA feed tank and from the feed adjustment tank during transfers
through the feed clarifier to the liA feed tank.

Maximum concentrations of plutonium inroughout this first area are I to 3 g/L All
transfers are batchwise by steam jet. The cominal batch size is 6000 to 7000 L. Thus,
abrupt removal of 2 kg of plutonium requires removal of >10 to 20% of a nominal batch
of feed solution. Likewise, since the plutonium cannot be selectively diverted, safeguarding
of the uranium or total heavy metal content accomplishes plutonium safeguards. This is an
important point since heavy metal content can be accurately predicted 1% for concentra-
tions >100 g/L from acid and density measurements. This was demonstrated during exper-
imental work at the BNFP using naiural uranium. Plutonium and fission product content
during actual operations should not seriously degrade this capability.

Solutions are accurately measured in the input accountability tank. Volume measure-
ments can be made to 0.1 to 0.2% relative uncertainty. Accountability quality concentra-
tion analyses are likely to be on the order of 0.5%. Thus individual batch measurement
accuracies will be 0.5 to 0.6% (relative uncertainty as the 95% confidence level on total-
batch plutonium content).

It should be noted that the accountability quality concentration analyses may not be
available from analytical laboratories for hours or days after batch measurements and
transfers. Thus for abrupt removals, safeguards evaluations that are based on material con-

,

tent should use process control measurements of heavy metal content. The accuracy of a
batch measurement of total heavy metal content using process control measurements is not
likely to be better than 1.1%. Plutonium content can be based on Pu:U ratio measure-

| ments. Capabilities of these muisurements have not been demonstrated under actual
operating conditions, assuming 5% combined accurecy is achievable for the Pu:U ratio,
similar to reactor predictions. This capability will depend on development of on-line non-
destructive assay (NDA) techniques for these measurements.

Tank instrumentation includes pneumatic dip-tube measurement systems for level and
density measurement with differential pressure readout by process control and accountabil-
ity instrumentation. Volume measurements are accurate to 0.1% under the best con-
trolled measurement conditions. Degradation of this capability will result from process
noise such as air sparging. It is likely that safeguards judgments will have to be made with
a random noise of 0.5% (relative uncertainty of total volume).

It is likely that a future reprocessing plant will be equipped with computer. based
measurement and analysis capabilities with interface to process measurement devices. The
tank monitoring concept will use this measurement and analysis system to enable data
evaluations on a frequent basis, perhaps every 15 min to I h. The abrupt removal detection
goal involves ~20% of the tank volume. With measurement sensitivities at <l% an unau-
thorized removal would have a near-100% probability of detection and near-zero false-
alarm probability.

The question of alarm resolution must be addressed. The monitoring program must
operate continuously in an automatic mode within the computer system, and removal>

detection is based on detecting abrupt level changes. This monitor application is compli-
cated by the fact that abrupt level changes can be indicated as a result of initiating a
routine transfer or as a result of spurious signals from recording devices. These spurious

. . _ . _ -- __-_. ._ - .. - . _-
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signals may be electronic in origin or may be the result of process activitics such as pres-
sure spikes introduced to clear plugged instrument lines. Restrictions or plugs of these
probes occur occasionally because of crystallization of heavy metal solutions at the probe
tips due to the dry-purge air bubbles. Clearly, the monitor program must be smart" to
recognize these routine transfers and spurious signals and not interpret them as alarms.

Static tank monitoring is very sensitive to unauthorized removals. From a safeguards
,

standpoint, solutions in the head-end are more vulnerable during transfers between tanks. I

The accountability tank is routinely (once per 8 h) transferred to one of the two feed
adjustment tanks in the BNFP design. Once every week or two, during a head-end turn-

. around, a batch of dilute Dush solution will be transferred to the dissolver Bush accumula-
! tor. These are steam jet transfers, and volumetric increases of 3 to 7% will be realized dur-

ing the transfer operation. The transfer operation itself takes 30 to 40 min.
To achieve the goals of the Reform Amendment for abrupt removals, tank-to-tank

transfer comparisons of volume will be required. Potential removals of 20% of the tank
volumes must be recognized within the noise" of steam jet dilutions and measurement
uncertainties.

In the BNFP design, the feed adjustment tanks are considered backup accountability
tanks. Each transfer from the accountability tank is measured and sampled. Comparisons
of volumes and quantities receised are routinely made to cross-check accountability input
measurements. The routine volume measurement instruments, while not capable of accura-
cies at the level of the accountability tank, are capable of 0.5% (relative volume).

Transfers from the input accountability tank to the feed adjustment tank are by steam
jet. Condensate from the jet adds 3 to 7% to the volume delivered during this transfer.
Thus, when a 6000-L batch is transferred, the delivered volume will be between 6180 and
6420 L.

Methods are being investigated to recognize removal of 1200 L (20%) of the tank
contents to achieve the 5-Fkg removal. Clearly, this magnitude of removal is detectable
within the variations associated with the measurements and transfer process. Probability of
detection is nearly 100%. Alarm indications may occur, but actual mass balances based
upon remeasurement and sample results in the feed adjustment tank will quickly resolve
these alarms. There should be a near-zero unresolved alarm rate.

The next step in a plant using the Purex process is adjustment of feed solution acid
content to solvent extraction flowsheet requirements, usually ~2 to 3 M, accomplished in
the feed adjustment tank by addition of recovered acid.

During test runs at the BNFP, a computer-based blend program was !. sed to calculate
acid addition requirements. The program was interactive with plant measurements and
analytical laboratory results to accumulate the data needed for the calculation. It returned
exact solution quantities required for the adjustment including final chart readings in units
to allow operations personnel to make the precise adjustments based on available process
control instruments. During BNFP miniruns, operations personnel . consistently prepared
feed solutions to 5%. Prior to implementation of the computer-based program feed
preparation was usually 20% of the desired final concentration.

While the blend program is primarily a process control tool, there is a significant safe-
guards importance as well. A case can be made for the possibility of a diversion of

_
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material during the feed adjustment step with acid substitution to mask the removal. Den-
sities of feed solutions are usually on the order of 1.4 mg/mL Concentrated nitric acid can
approach this density. A volumetric substitution for 20% of the tank contents (5 Ekg) can
canceivably be made during the acid addition process and not be apparent on a pure
volume monitor program. Ilowever, the blend program accurately predicts final acid den-
sity and concentration parameters. Each adjusted feed batch is sampled for final acid con-
centration as a verification. This usually takes <30 min after the acid addition. It is
apparent that substitution of 20% of the tank contents with 14 to 16 M nitric acid would
drive the batch-acid concentration far beyond the desired flowsheet concentration and j

readily trigger an alarm based on the final sample results. Thus the blend program with i
'final verification is sufficient to detect diversion by substitution at near-100% probability

of detection with near-zero unresolved alarm rate.
As noted above, once every one to two weeks, a batch of head-end flush material is

received through the accountability tank to the dissolver flush accumulator. This material
is likely to be of high-acid concentration and low SNM content. It will likely be blended
with the feed solutions, probably in this acid adjustment step. The computer-based
program will also use this information in the calculations. The safeguards sensitivities to
removal by substitution are valid through this step.

Adjusted feed solution is batchwise transferred to the process feed tank (llA feed
tank) as the next process step. In the BNFP design, this involves transfer through a feed
clarification centrifuge. Steam jet transfers are made from the appropriate feed adjustment
tank through the feed clarifier to the IIA feed tank. Typical transfer rates into the IIA
feed tank are 1400 L/h. Thus, a typical transfer of feed lasts ~4 h. During this period,
the typical feed rate to the codecontamination cycle from the liA feed tank is 1000 L/h.
Solutions from the feed tank are transferred by an airlift through a metering headpot
where the flow rate can be measured. The safeguards technique to be applied to this sec-
tion uses a batchwise volume balance during the period when feed transfers are in pro-
gress. The safeguards test is applied to the balance calculated at the conclusion of the
transfer.

There are a number of factors that dictate the sensitivity of this test to the abrupt
removal. These factors are specific to the equipment involved. There is limited experience

t with the equipment installed at the BNFP, most of which was gained during a 9-d shake-
down run during 1982. This test was in preparation for an extended run of two to three
months that was never executed. Results of this test were never formally documented but
provided some insight to potential safeguards applications.

The volume balance equation that describes this system is as follows:

(Volume difference) = (feed adjustment tank delivered volume)
+ (steam jet dilution) - (ll A feed tank increase)
- (volume fed to system during transfer) .

The transfer test is shown ia Fig. 5.1.
The sensitivity of the test depends on the ability to make the various process control

measurements involved. To estimate the sensitivity, accuracies of the various measurements
are used based on estimates observed during the test runs at the BNFP. All estimates are
made as the 95% confidence level.

t
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Fig. 5.1. IIAF tank volume transfer monitor problems.

At the BNFP, volume measurement instruments on the feed adjustment tank were
subjected to the automatic calibration program.

The tank is assumed to be adequately mixed and static before to the start of the
transfer. Instrument accuracies and volume calibration results suggest that the feed adjust-
ment tank volume measurements have an accuracy of 10.5% for the full tank and heel
measurements associated with the transfer. Through the use of the automatic calibration
program systematic effects are minimized.

The HA feed tank instruments are also subject to the automatic calibration program.
However, the tank will likely be continuously sparged introducing additional process noise.

I It is likely that volume measurement accuracies of 1% will be realized for this tank on
measurements before and after the transfer.

The steam jet transfer between the tanks introduces condensate to the delivered
volumes. Experience has demonstrated that the steam jet transfer will introduce a

'

volumetric increase of 3 to 7% over the total volume transferred. For sensitivity calcula-
tions, assume that this volumetric increase averages 5% and varies over the range 3 to 7%,

with a random distribution.

Flow rates for volumes delivered from the HA feed tank to the codecontamination
system are controlled and measured by a two-stage airlift to a metering headpot. The
analysis is based on an instantaneous flow rate measured every 15 min. The measured flow

4
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is assumed valid and constant over the 15-min period and is integrated with time to calcu-
late the total volume of feed. Based on results during BNFP tests, this flow is estimated to

have a precision of 15%. This estimate is considered to be free of systematic effects and

purely random. The assumed absence of systematic error might be questioned, but later
discussion suggests this is not unreasonable. ,

The normal transfer lasts ~4 h. For an example caculation. the initial volume in the
feed adjustment tank will be 7500 L. The uncertainty of this measurement should be

37.5 L. The heel measurement for this tank would be 500 L 2.5 L. The steam jet

should introduce a volume of 350 L 280. Prior to the start of the transfer, the liA feed
tank volume is assumed to be 4000 L with an uncertainty of 40 L under the preceding

measurement assumptions. The final llA feed tank volume after transfer would be 7350 L
with an uncertainty of 73 L. Feed flow measurements from the IIA feed tank are made
every every 15 min during the transfer. Each has an uncertainty of 15%. The total feed
is the sum of these measurements, and simple propagation of errors over this sum results in

a total flow of 4000 L 150. IIere, errors are expressed at the 95% confidence level.

Simple propagation of errors for the preceding measurements and calculations results
in a limit of errors for the calculated volume difference of 335 L. The goal quantity for
the test involves 1000 to 2000 L. Again, this calculation is based on all random errors. The
automatic transmitter calibration program is applied to the feed adjustment tank and IIA
feed tank measurement devices. This limits potential systematic effects on these measure-
ments. If there is to be a problem with resultmg false alarms, it will most likely result
from systematic error effects on the flow measurement. This problem is minimized by
comparative parameter monitoring techniques introduced in Sect. 5.1.2. A very real prob-

; lem with application of this test is to d, mine with an on-line monitoring program the
exact time interval over which the transfet lasts to perform the flow integration.

5.1.2 Codecontamination and Partition Cycle Tests

Safeguards tests for the codecontamination cycle and partition cycle are next con-
,

I sidered here. Note that separation of uranium and plutonium occur after codecontamina-
tion. Ilowever, the decontamination step removes the bulk of the fission product activity,
and the solutions fall below the 100 rem /h exemption criteria. Throughout these areas
removal of the 5 Fkg (2 kg of plutonium) goal quantity still requires removal of 100% of
the process stream for I h down to 25% for 4 h. Two factors remain important. Removal .
of 2 kg of plutonium will involve 1000 to 2000 L of solution. Also, where uranium and plu-

,

tonium tre not separated, safeguarding of the uranium ensures plutonium safeguards.

| Two complementary safeguards techniques are applied to achieve safeguards objec-
tives in the codecontamination step. As noted in Sect. 3.1.3, codecontamination involves the|

liA contactor and the llS column in the BNFP design. Uranium and plutonium in the
IIAF at: extracted to the organic, leaving fission product wastes in the IIAW stream. The
organic IIAP flows to the llS column. The aqueous scrub stream, IISS, combines with any
aqueous carryover and forms the IISR back to the contactor. This stream is treated as an

;

internal recycle in the safeguards analysis. Figure 5.2 shows the system and available
measurements.

!

.- - -- - - _- - .- - .-
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Fig. 5.2. Abrupt low detection for codecontaaninetion c}cle.

Removal of material, avoiding the fission product exposure, requires diverting the
HAP or later streams. Comparative parameter monitoring is sensitive to removals in this'

| area.

The HAX stream is the clean organic feed. It is combined with the ISP stream,
; which is recycle from the IS cleanup system (containing very small concentrations of

uranium and plutonium). The IIAX Dow is measured directly. The ISP How is measured
'

upstream of the IS column, as is the ISX str am, and this measurement is assumed valid
as the ISP flow. Combined they represent the organic feed to the HA contactor. The com-

| 14ned nominal flow is ~2600 L/h.
i The organic extracts the uranium and plutonium in the contactor and leaves the con-
'

tactor as the HAP. Flow of the HAP to the HS column is measured. This measured flow
should match the combined HAX and ISP-measured flow with a slight (~ 4%) adjust->

ment from volumetric increases associated with heavy metal content.
,

The combined HAX and ISP flow should match the measured ilAP Dow. These
~

measurements exhibit the typical difficulties of How measurements. A continuous program,

! of on-line calibration during steady-state conditions was required to remove systematic
effects. These measurements can be made with an uncertainty of 15%.4

Complementary to this volumetric test, calculation and comparison of actual mass-1

j' flow rates is used. This involves the flow measurement as well as an estimation of
i

concentration. The HAF flow is measured by a metering headpot as well as by dropout
!
i

e

1

|

!
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from the HA feed tank. The uranium concentration of this feed material can be deter-
mined from a calculated acid concentration (based on feed adjustment tank measurements)
and a measured tank density. With the two independent flow measurements it is estimated
that an accuracy cf 15% can be achieved. The concentration estimate should be accurate
to 3% on the 150/to :'50-g/L feed solution.

The HAP flow is also measured. This organic stream passes through the llS scrub
column to become the IISP stream. Thus, the llSP flow is assumed to be the same as the

liAP measured Dow. The uranium concentration of the liAP and ilSP can be determined
from the on-line density measurements. The on-line llSP result is backed up by periodic
samples from the llSP stream, which can be used as a calibration check for the on-line

: estimate. The uncertainty of these measurements is estimated to be 15% on 2680 L/h
for the flow and 5% on 90 g/L of uranium for the on-line concentrations.

For an actual mass-balance calculation, the liAW (high-level aqueous waste) could
also be considered. Ilowever, for this test where the quantities concerned require diversion
of 25 to 100% of the flow, the IIAW calculation is not needed. Upsets that result in high
}{AW losses should be detected and resolved by liAW samples.

There is very little actual data to support the estimates of measurement uncertainties
for this area of the plant. The only BNFP tests involving these measurements was the 9-d
preparation run during February and March 1983. Table 5.1 shows codecontamination
cycle instrument data recorded during that test. The data illustrate the problems as well as
potential of these measurements.

A period covering operations on March 2-3 has been selected. This was a shakedown
run and several problems were evident. The data shown include measurements and calcula-
tions of the mass-flow rates and cumulative quantities for the feed stream (denoted as
llCF on the data) and the llSP stream. Measurements of the combined ilAX and ISX
flows are also shown for the flow comparisons.

Of particular significance are the continuous differences between the combine <l IIAX
and ISX flow and the measured IIAP. As noted, this was a shakedown run, and there was
a considerable bias in the IIAX now measurement. Whether this was a calculational prob-
lem or an instrument bias was not determined. Ilowever, it points to the kinds of sys-
tematic problems that are evident in flow measurements. These are the effects that can be
removed with a program of on-line calibration during steady-state operations.

The on-line density measurement for the liA feed tank was not available. The on-line
j concentration estimate based on this measurement could not be made. The data shown use

the results obtained from samples drawn periodically from a temporary sampler installed'

for the tests.
The llSP concentrations shown were derived from the on-line measurement. While it!

is not shown in the data, these concentrations were cross checked to a few samples drawn
during the test. Agreement was good. In this sense, good' means there were only two to
three samples and the agreement was within a few grams per liter, not sufficient to draw
definitive' statistical conclusions.

! The data shown include calculation of the instantaneous mass-flow rate (expressed as

MTU/d) as well as an integrated calculation of cumulative mass flow (started at the
beginning of the test). Comparison of mass-flow rates calculated for the llAF (IICF on
the table) and the llSP show a consistent bias. Of particular interest is the period around

- - _ _ . _ - .-. - _ __
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Table 5.1. Codecontamination cycle instrument data recorded
at BNFP, February and March 1983
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:
1

I p.m. on March 3,1983, when the feed was shut off. The ilSP rates show a correspond-;

1- ing change with a minimum lag. Indeed understanding the lag periods associated with
1 transients like this is a key to the sensitivity of the safeguards techniques.

While these data are not sufficient to support definitive conclusions about the sensi-
;

tivity of the measurements and statistical tests for safeguards, they point to potentials ofi

the application. It appears the projected uncertainties of these measurements as presented

i above are attainable. In this sense the abrupt removal, which involves 25 to 100% removal
j of the stream, should be detectable with a near-100% probability and near-zero false-alarm
; rate.

| Safeguards around the partition cycle begin to be more difficult. At this point, the
i plutonium is separated from the uranium and the volumes associated with 5 Fkg (2 kg of

plutonium) become much smaller. Concentrations of 10 to 20 g of plutonium are expected;
3

| 5-Fkg quantities will fit into a 55-gal drum. Figure 5.3 shows equipment and available
~

measurements for the partition cycle.

i The detection goals still represent 100% of design flow over I h or 25% over 4 h. The
i partition cycle is continuous with the codecontamination cycle with no surge capacity

| between. The llSP stream, which is monitored as part of the previous test, carries the plu-
tonium associated with the uranium. The only flows out of the partition cycle are the ICU,

;

j ICW, and IBP. The latter stream normally carries the plutonium content. The ICU
} stream has an installed alpha monitor to detect any plutonium content. The monitor is

| backed up by periodic samples. Thus plutonium must exit through the 1BP stream, and
j any unauthorized removals must involve aqueous solutions bearing plutonium. Another
I,

|
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removal scenario is to drive the entire uranium and plutonium content through to the ICW
and remove this stream, but conductivity monitors and density measurements would reflect
this.

Thus monitoring the IBX Dow with comparison to the IBP Gow measurement ensures
the aqueous streams are not removed, considering the goal quantity still requires 25 to
100% removal. The iBX Dow is also measured. The plutonium-laden IBP stream flow is
likewise measured as it esits the partition cycle. The 1BP stream flows into the iBP surge
tank, which provides the surge capacity before the final purification cycles. The feed rate
to the final purification cycle, solution from the IBP tank is designated as the 2AF and is
also measured. Both the IBP and 2AF stream-flow determinations were measured with
orifice head pots in the BNFP plant.

The safeguards test compares the IBX Dow to the measured IBP flow. Both of these
Dows can be compared to the measured plutonium cycle feed rate,2AF, after adjustments
for level changes in the 1BP tank and any acid butt additions that might be required.

Again, it is very difficult to assess the actual sensitivity of this test. Lag effects from
the IBX to IBP measurements must certainly be considered. There is not enough data to
draw definitive conclusions for this question with respect to overall uncertainty. During the
9-d test run at the BNFP, the IBP flow measurement was very precise showing variations
of plus or minus only a few liters per hour on measured nows of ~300 L/h. This is purely
observed variation over time with no particular statistical treatment of the data. Based on
these observations, it is estimated that the precision of the measurement is better than 10%
and probably on the order of 5%. Similar performance was observed for the 2AF measure-
ment.

The problem of systematic errors persists with these measurements. Under steady-
state conditions during this test a difference of ~10% was observed between the IBP and
2AF measurements. Indeed, during the minirun tests, which were each one week in dura-
tion with seven runs performed over a two-year period, average obsened biases were 5 to
10% of the measured flow. One exception occurred during a single run when the observed
bias was ~40%, which remained constant over the week's run. These biases were observed
by detailed comparison of the 2AF Dow to a depletion rate observed in the |BP tank as
part of the test. The tank was operated as an isolated feed tank in these tests rather than
in the surge mode as originally designed.

Precisions of the IBX, IBP, and 2AF measurements observed during BNFP tests will
allow comparisons to detect the abrupt removal of 25 to 1007r of the stream now. The sys-
tematic effects that may be observed must be considered. Ilowever, on line comparisons to
tank-depletion rates should control systematic effects. Techniques to estimate and control
systematic effects are very important. Experiences with these techniques gained during the
BNFP miniruns are discussed in later sections of this report.

Together, the sensitivities of the measurements and techniques to control systematic
effects should make detection of removals of goal quantities from the partition cycle
achievable at the required 99% probability of detection. Some false alarms will occur from
transient effects of now adjustments and lag-time effects. The fake-alarm rate cannot be
calculated or estimated, considering the lack of operational experience with these types of
measurements in the remote-reprocessing-plant applications.

._ ____ ____________
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5.1.3 Test Sensithity Summary

In summary, it appears that safeguards of solutions throughout the accountability and
feed preparation areas, codecontamination, and partition cycles can be achieved. It appears
the required 99% probability of detection can be achieved for losses of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plu-
tonium) over of 4 h or less. Detection would occur within a period of <3 d and is based on
the frequency that review of safeguards tests is made. Detection requires a combination of;

techniques. Static tank monitoring and tank to-tank transfer monitoring are the safeguards
tests applied in the accountability and feed preparation areas. Mass and volume balances,
a form of control unit accounting, satisfy requirements around the feed and codecontami-
nation cycle equipment. The plutonium-bearing stream through the partition cycle is well
instrumented in the BNFP design and comparison of the several related measurements
made on this stream provides the abrupt removal detection capabilities for this system.
Similar capabilities should be achievable for a smaller plant such as the proposed BRET
facility.

Throughout this area process activities involving adjustments, transients, and spurious
signals will result in a number of alarms for each of these tests. The ability to resolve these
alarms will be very important. The continuity of processes and the overlapping tests pro-
posed will provide the opportunity to resolve most alarms. It remains to be demonstrated
what the mechanism will be to officially respond to and resolve alarms. Additional experi-
ence. perhaps with the ORNL facility, and/or the ability to further analyze BNFP data
will help satisfy these deficiencies.

A careful safeguards analysis must also recognize the attractiveness, or lack of it, of
the material involved. Throughout most of this area, the plutonium is in solution with
uranium. In the LWR reprocessing plant like BNFP, plutonium is on the order of 1% of
the total heavy metal content. For a breeder fuel plant, this may increase to 20 to 30%,
but the overall flows will be smaller, it is not until the partition step that plutonium is
separated, and even then concentrations are still small. The goal quantity requires several
drums of solution and rather extensive equipment to remove it from plant equipment.

5.2 PLUTONIUM PURIFICATION

The next plant area is the plutonium purification. It contains two cycles of solvent
extraction for final purification as well as product concentration. The system is fed with 10

'

to 20 g/L of plutonium solution. F inal product concentrations should be >250 g/L.
The obvious safeguards test is to construct a control unit material balance across the

area, using flow and concentration estimates integrated over time for the IBP input stream
and the various waste streams. Pivduct batch measurements would be used as the output.
The key to this application is the ability to make in-process inventory measurements. Test
performed at the BNFP during 1980 and 1981, the so-called miniruns, suggest that this
a proach will achieve a sensitivity of 5 to 10 kg of plutonium. This will not satisfy ther

abrupt removal detection goals of the proposed rule.
To achieve the desired sensitivity this area will have to be subdivided further. The

f BNFP tests during 1980 and 1981 looked at these ubdivisions and developed techniques to
improve measurement capabilities to achieve the desired sensitivities.

_ - - . _
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During the minirun tests at the BNFP, the plutonium purification portion of the plant
was subdivided into the following subunits:

IBP tank (using IBP How and 2AF flow)
2A column

j 2B and 3A column
| 3B columa (including diluent wash)
i Product concentration and collection

Results and capabilities for these specific subunits will be discussed. In the BNFP
tests, several temporary samplers were used that would not be available during process
operations without significant facility modifications. The methods used are valid, but a
slightly different area subdivision might be required if the BNFP were operated. Sensitivi-
ties to removal should be similar to those achieved during the tests, for an operating BNFP
or similar large-scale facility. A facility like BRET, if it were built, would require similar
safeguards tests to achieve the goal sensitivities.

5.2.1 1BP Surge Tank

The first control unit centers on the IBP tank. As described in the previous section,
this tank continuously receives material from the codecontamination cycle while it feeds
the plutonium purification cycle. The BNFP design also permits acid addition for on-line
acid adjustment in this tank. The tank normally contains an inventory of 12 to 16 kg of
plutonium. The 5 Fkg (2 kg of plutonium) goal quantity represents 12 to 16% of the nor-
mal tank inventory.

The proposed safeguards detection scheme involves comparative parameter monitoring
and volume balance. For comparative parameter monitoring, the program must reach back
to the IBX flow measurement that is the origir.al cold acid stream that eventually reaches
the IBP tank. This flow must compare to the actual IBP Cow, which is measured as it
leaves the partition cycle and emers the IBP tank. Both of these measurements should
compare to measurement of feed to the plutonium cycle, the 2AF measurement. The com-
parative parameter monitoring program looks at all three measurements (IBX, IBP,2AF).
If there are significant differences, it looks for corresponding level changes in the IBP tank
and any acid addition in progress.

The sensitivity to abrupt removal of the goal quantitics depends on the ability to
measure the flow. Tests at the BNFP have demonstrated that precisions of 3 to 5% can
be realized particularly at the flow levels found in the plutonium system. Ilowever, the
accuracy may be 40% due to systematic effects. Thus data analysis requires a history of
comparisons, and alarms are based on significant changes.

A parallel safeguards test involves actually calculating the volume balances. This
requires integration of measurements over time for the flowing streams and volume calcu-
lations in the IBP tank. The actual volume balance and a volume inventory difference are
calculated. This method serves as the backup to the flow comparison method.

It must be remembered that the goal is to detect an abrupt removal of 5 Fkg (2 kg of
plutonium) from this area. This amounts to removal of 25% of a flowing stream over 4 h
(100% over I h) or 12 to 16% of the normal IBP tank contents. The proposed test uses

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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hourly volume balances around this area. The series of balances is then analyzed for detec-
i tion of potential unauthorized removals.

In calculating these balances, the IBP tank averages an inventory of ~800 L. Volume;

i measurements use process control level and density measurements. Considering process
instrument performance and the covariances between beginning and ending inventory

j measurements, an uncertainty of 18 L is reasonable for the balance.
Tests at the BNFP have shown that Gow measurements at the levels found in this

| area can be made to ~ 5%. However, potential systematic errors, typical of flow meas-
t urements, must also be considered.

The systematic effects may be up to 40% for Dows. Ilowever, they are relatively con-1

stant over time, particularly considering the 1. to 4-h period of concern for this discussion.
j Thus, any particular volume inventory difference calculation will likely not balance, but

the difference will be constant over periods of time. A series of calculations should show.

similar inventory differences and be sensitive to removals of 70 to 100 L of IBP solution..

5.2.2 2A Column Balance

I The second subarca selected for the plutonium purification section involves the 2A

j column. The safeguards technique selected for abrupt removal detection uses a mass-Dow

! balance equation around the column, selected since the input stream mass flow can be
i well-characterized using on-line concentration measurements in the IBP tank and the 2AF

| flow. Flow measurements are available. The 1BP tank has an installed sampler, and on ime
monitors were provided for concentration measurements during DNFP test runs. The 2AP ;

j
'

i concentration can be determined based on the 2AP density measurement. This measure-
ment is available conveniently from the density measured at the top of the column. The
aqueous waste stream also factors into the balance equation. The equipment involved and ;

measurements available are shown in Fig. 5.4. ;

; This particular test was investigated extensively during the BNFP miniruns. Results

} show that the key to the test sensitivity is an ability to provide on-line calibration of the f
j various measurements. Again, this amounts to development of techniques to remove

systematic effects.
4 The 2AF Dow is measured through a metering headpot. During the miniruns, the IBP

tank was operated on a batch basis Thus, while the tank was being drawn down to feed
,

| the system, an accurate dropout rate could be calculated. This dropott rate was compared
I to the measured feed rate to correct the on-line measurement. During these runs, the
; adjustment required was usually 5 to 10% of the measured now (300 L/h). On one occa-
| sion an adjustment of 40% was required. This isolated case was attributed to a piece of

crud" in the orifice plate of the Dowmeter. With proper corrections, the precision of the
now, based on observed variation of the Dows under steady state, was usually on the order
of 10L/h.

This 2AF Dow is a critical measurement. During the BNFP tests, the dropout rate
was available due to the batch mode of operation of the IBP tank. For actual llNFP
operations, this tank would be a true surge vessel with continuous additions and removal. !

'

| The dropout would not be availabic for calibrations in the original BNFP design. Several

|
proposals were made to provide capabilities for on line calibration. The most promising

1

!

. - _. _ - - - - . - _ - - . - - - . . . _
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Fig. 5.4. Abrupt low detection for 2A column.

involved an additional piece of equipment that could be isolated, and the fill rate could be
measured periodically. If the BNFP were to operate, some modification like this would be
needed. A new facility like BRET should consider equipment to provide the on-line cali-
bration capabilities for flows like the 2AF.

As noted above, the IBP tank concentration is available by on line concentration
measurement. Several NDA techniques have been proposed for plutonium concentrations
in this range. They have yet to be proven under operating conditions. Ilowever, during the
BNFP tests an X-ray fluoresence and L-edge densitometer were both installed using exist-
ing sample equipment. This constitutes a proof of principle for the on line NDA technique.
The frequency of sampling is limited by the count times required at the various concentra-
tions. The devices were interfaced directly to the measurement computer system, and true
on-line concentrations were available.

The 2A column product (2AP) solution concentration is also readily available. A very
accurate relationship that predicted uranium concentration in organic solutions based on
density was developed at the BNFP. The density at the top of the 2A column was avail-
able from an on-line instrument. This measurement was used to estimate the 2AP concen-
tration.

Again, on line calibration of the density measurement is required to achieve desired
accuracy. During the BNFP tests, periodic sampics of the 2AP solution were drawn and
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analyzed for density and concentration. These sample results were used to calibrate the
on-line measurement. Usually, corrections of 2 to 5% were required for the on-line density
measurements. With proper corrections, the concentration estimates were usually within 3
to 5 g/L This suggests uncertainties of 5% on concentrations for organic solutions in
this concentration range observed by this technique.

The 2AP flow is not directly measured in the BNFP design. The source of the flow is ,

the organic extractant now, 2AX. This flow is measured. For the tests, true plug flow was (
assumed. This ignores the possibility of lag effects from flow changes. The 2AP flow was )

1considered to be 2AX flow with a slight adjustment for volumetric increases due to con-
centration. I

The aqueous waste flow in the balance equation (2AW) is assumed to be the same as
the measured 2AF flow, again assuming plug-flow conditions esist. The waste concentra-
tions were based on periodic (8 h) samples during the tests. During operations, this infor-
mation would be available from an on line alpha monitor. The waste stream quantities
involved are not usually significant to the balance equation under steady-state operations.

.

Notice that there is no way to calibrate the 2AX flow. It cannot be related to a drop-
' out. Thus the calibration is made by forcing the mass-flow equation to balance during

steady state. With the other parameters calibrated (2AF concentration and flow,2AP con-
centration) the 2AP flow correction is adjusted to force the balance.

Considerable effort was devoted to these balance equations for the BNFP minirun
.

tests of 1980 and 1981. With proper cross check and measurement control activities, the
balance equations could routinely be closed to within 100 g/h during steady-state opera-
tions. During these runs, the equations were closed on a 15- to 16 min basis. Removal of
goal quantities of material from this area requires removal of 25% of the stream contents
over 4 h (500 g/h) or 100% of the stream for an hour. The balance equation and test
should be sensitive to this removal.

The problems associated with calculation of the absolute sensitivity and false-alarm
probability are obvious. Accuracies and precision for most of the measurements can be
observed. Ilowever, the calibratian by forcing the balance introduces an interesting covari-
ance effect. This makes it difficult to estimate the sensitivity for the test and presents an
interesting challenge to implementation. Some engineering judgment about steady state
must be made.

5.2.3 2B and 3A Column Balance
1 .

g
J The 2B column performs the strip function for the first cycle of plutonium purifica-

,* g tion while the 3A column performs the extraction for the second cycle. Concentration' *

predictors for organic solutions worked particularly well during the llNFP test runs. They
require the pneumatic dip-tube-measured density only and are particularly well-suited to
the on-line" application. For these reasons, the balance area from the organic 2AP meas-
ured stream to the organic 3AP stream (including the 2fl and 3A columns) is selected as
the next control area. Again, the balance equation without in-process inventory estimates
for the columns is used with the hope that demonstration of accurate inventory estimation
techniques will improve capabilities during transient conditions.

- . - .. - - - _ . __ - - _ . .. , __ . __.
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Figure 5.5 shows equipment and measurements available. Closure of this balance uses
! the 2AP measurements as discussed above. The 3AP measurement, as the output term of

the closure, is a time integration of the 3AP concentration and now. The concentration is
derived from the 3A top-column density measurement. The flow is based oc the clean 3AX
organic flow measurement with an adjustment for the volumetric increase due to the heavy
metal content. This is similar to the 2AX measurement described above.

The balance calculation also includes the 2BW and 3AW. The flow of the 2BW
t

: organic waste stream is the same as the measured 2AX. Flow of the 3AW aqueous waste

! stream is the combination of the 2BX aqueous strip stream, any 3AF acid butt flow and i
the 3AS scrub stream, all of which are measured. Continuous on-line monitoring capabili-

'

ties exist for both waste streams. Concentration measurements will be available for calcu-
! lations for these waste streams in the material balance.

Inclusion of two columns in this balance increases the surge capacity and more pro-
cess variation will be observed in the balance equation over time. Ilowever, during tests at,

;
the BNFP with natural uranium, balances to within 200 g/h were maintained during

j steady-state operations. These were also obtained without the benefit of on-line concentra-

tion measurements for the waste streams. Waste stream flows were estimated based on the
I

above flows and periodic (8-h) laboratory samples and analyses. Again, this technique with !
capabilities for waste concentration measurements should be sufficient to detect abrupt i,

removals of goal quantities over periods of I to 4 h..

.
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Sensitivities and false-alarm probabilities become more difficult to calculate for this
area. As discussed above, the 2AP flow measurement (2AX) must be calibrated by forcing
a balance during steady-state operations. The 2AP Row is a factor in this equation. Like-
wise, the 3AX flow, which becomes the 3AP Dow, must also be calibrated by forcing the
2B/3A equation to balance. The abrupt removal should be detected based on the observed
ability to close the balance to within a 200-g/h flow. Calculation of the actual sensitivities
is difficult. Like most other tests, the number of unresolved alarm depends more on the
ability to resolve alarms rather than the statistics of the test.

5.2.4 3B Column Balance

A balance area is also established from the 3AP, the organic product on the 3A
column, to the 3BP, the aqueous product of the 3B column. This balance uses the 3AP
calculation as described above. The 3BP stream now is a combination of the 3BX clean
acid strip Dow and the 3BS aqueous scrub. Both of these streams are measured.

The 3BP stream can be continuously monitored for concentration. A gamma monitor
was present in the initial design. Any of the proposed techniques for plutonium concentra-
tions in aqueous solutins can be applied. During the minirun demonstrations at the
BNFP, where natural u anium was substituted for plutonium, two separate methods were
used. In the first, the LANL L-edge densitometer was applied. The on-line application of
this instrument in the operating plant environment rather than analysis of process samples
was demonstrated.

The second technique used the method of concentration estimate based on density and
acid measurements. For this application, acid concentration plays a significant role (as
opposed to the minor role of acid concentrations in the organic predictor equations). The
BNFP design includes conductivity monitors that measure acid concentration of the 3BX
stream (" cold" acid addition to the 3B column). It becomes the 3BP stream after " strip-
ping" the product material. This was adequate for 3BP acid measurement based on the
test-run results.

Two methods of density measurement were tried during the BNFP experiments. By
the first, density measurements were made with the pneumatic dip-tube system. Whil: the
3B column is not equipped for this measurement, the 3BP stream Dows through a 3PS

|
diluent wash column. This column was operated to keep the interface probes submerged in
the aqueous 3BP solution. Thus, the interface measurement was used as a direct 3BP den-i

| sity measurement. In the second approach, the 3BP sample line was tapped and a portion
of the solution routed through a Parr Mettler densitometer, which provided a laboratory-
grade density measurement on-line for use in the concentration prediction equation.

The above techniques all provided encouraging results for concentration determination
of the 3BP stream during the BNFP test runs. Comparisons of on-line concentrations were
made to periodic laboratory sample results. A modified Davies-Grey method adapted for
process control was used in the laboratory. On-line concentrations showed better accuracy

i and precision than the process control values. The L-edge densitometer and the on-line
' laboratory-grade density with the predictor equation both showed accuracies of I to 2

g/L. The method using the pneumatic dip-tube-measured density produced results of 3

|

-. , _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ . _
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to 7 g/L Process control laboratory results are generally in the range 5 to 10 g/L for
these concentrations.

|
Flow of the 3BP stream is equivalent to the combined flow of the aqueous strip

| stream (3BX) and the scrub stream (3BS). The 3BX and 3BS streams are cold chemical
| streams and easily measured. The 3BP stream contribution to the balance equation is cal-
'

culated by integration of the flow and concentration measurement over time.

| The final component of this balance equation is the 3BW. Again, this stream can be
measured by on-line instrumentation. The source of the stream is the 3AXX, a cold chemi-
cat stream flow easily measured. For the BNFP tests, periodic sample results were used (8
h). For operating plants, on-line NDA devices will provide timely concentration informa-
tion for closures.

Like the other column balance equipment, the 3B column balance could be closed to
within 100 to 200 g/h during the BNFP test runs. These closures were made every 16 min.
The test-run flowsheet was 6 kg of heavy metal (uranium) per hour. Similar results are
expected for the 2-kg/h standard plutonium flowsheet.

Probability of detection and false-alarm rates are again difficult to calculate. The
3BX flow must be calibrated by forcing this balance. These force-fit calibration effects
now trace back through the 2AX, 2BX, and 3AX flow measurements. However, the tests
must be sensitive to 25 to 100'1, of the stream removal over i to 4 h. In the limited BNFP
test-run experience, the balances were observed to be within 100 to 200 g/h (measure-
ments made every 16 min). Variations in the mass balances are a combination of measure-
ment effects and process variation, but there is an indicatica of achievable sensitivity. In
this sense, it appears that detection of abrupt removal of stream contents containing goal
quantities can be achieved for this area and the other column balance areas of the
plutonium purification cycle.

5.2.5 Plutonium Product Concentration and Measunment

The final subarea of the plutonium purification system covers product concentration
and measurement. The 3BP stream is concentrated to product specifications. A material
balance across this area involves concentrated, purified, product solution. The nominal
inventory for the area is 50 to 80 kg of plutonium. This large inventory of purified plu-
tonium in dynamic process vessels makes the safeguards tasks for this area particularly dif-
ficult. Measurement of the 3BP stream is very important to the safeguards objective since
it represents the dynamic input measurement for the balance calculation. The importance
in the safeguards tests is the reason several methods for on-line concentration estimation
were tried during the BNFP tests.

The balance equation for this final section of the plutonium purification area uses
transfer of product solutions from the plutonium product sample tank as the output meas-
urement. These measurements occur only once per day in the operating plant and are
highly accurate accountability measurements.

The BNFP tests concentrated on closing the product area balance frequently (16 min)
with on-line measurement of the inventory quantity. Inventory measurements are required
for the 3P concentrator, the plutonium product catch tank, and the plutonium product
sample tank. Inventory in the 3PS column is negligible and was not included. On.line

.-
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column instrumentation provides this assurance. Likewise, the condensate from the 3P con-
centrator cannot contain measurable materiW and was also ignored in the balance calcula-

tion during the tests.
The density / acid equation was used nor the concentration component of inventory

measurements for the various tanks in the area during the tests. In-tank density measure-
ments are available for each of the three major vessels. The latest laboratory acid concen-
tration measured for the product tank was assumed valid for the concentrator and catch
tank, since concentrations do not change much during steady state. The assumed acid con-
centration and measured densities were used in the high-concentration predictor equation. j

On-line dip-tube level and density measurements were used for volume determinations. The !
'

acid concentration assumptions present a potential problem during startup, shutdown, or
during operational upsets. Additional tests and modeling should resolve those problems.

Nominal inventory quantities for the various equipment are as follows: 3P column, I
kg; 3P concentrator,16 kg; plutonium catch tank, O to 20 kg; and plutonium sample, O to
40 kg.

This particular material balance exercise was studied extensively during the seventh
minirun at the BNFP during August 1981. Material balances were closed and inventory
differences calculated every 16 min. Figure 5.6 shows these closures over an 18-h period
during the run.

As noted above, the balance uses integration of 3BP flow and concentration as the
input and product-tank transfers as the output. The process control measurements of pro-
duct transfers are used rather than the accountability measurements, which are generally
not available for perhaps a day. The figure shows input, output, and the cumulative in-
process inventory (book inventory). The measured in-process inventory is used to close the
balance, and the calculated inventory difference is shown. The cumulative holdup and the
calculated ID are plotted.

As shown in the table, the inventory of this area ranges from 30 to 90 kg as the pro-
duct tank fills and is emptied. For the goal of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) removal detec-
tion, it is observed from the data that the calculated ids are larger. The magnitude of the
calculated ID is not so important since there will be a sizable systematic error in the input
measurement due primarily to the flow measurement. This can be treated as systematic
error and compensated for in the' analysis. However, the large changes in the magnitude of

|
the calculated ID, individual shifts, between periods is of concern for the sensitivity to
abrupt removal detection. There are several examples in the data where a change indicat-
ing a 2-kg removal is observed.

This area of the plant offers the most significant challenge to safeguards removal
detection. It will require improvement over demonstrated capabilities to meet the detection
goal for abrupt removals. Figure 5.6 demonstrates the problem of detection sensitivity at
the 2 kg of plutonium level. The data were collected during a limited test run at the BNFP
duing 198.1. The data show the fundamental problems facing safeguards applications in
this area and suggest areas for improvement to provide capabilities to meet the safeguards

j removal objectives.
! A large discontinuity within the data is observed corresponding to the product tank

transfer at 05:21 p.m. As noted above, the product tank transfer measurement is based on
process-control information. The data used to generate these plots during the test were the

- -__ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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best instantaneous data available. There was no attempt to correct old data when informa-
tion such as analytical results became available. While accountability level measurements
would eliminate this discontinuity, that type of data is generally delayed by a minimum of
several hours. Some timeliness of safeguards detectability is lost if analysis is delayed to

| incorporate this better information. Obviously, improvements over BNFP test results could
be achieved with the better analysis. With a goal of detection within 3 d, this may be a

| possibility.
'

The density / acid equations work well for concentration predictions. Density measure-
ment from the various tanks are adequate for this application. Ilowever, significant
improvement in applications for this area could be made if timely acid concentrations were
available. On-line conductivity probes were successfully used during test runs. If these
could be adapted for measurements in the concentrator and catch tank, improvements
would be realized.

In summary, the BNFP tests suggest that sensitivities to abrupt removals in this area
can be on the order of 2 to 5 kg. The lower limit can be achieved if acid concentration
determinations can be obtained on-line for the plutonium product tanks. During the tests,
this parameter had to be determined from off-line laboratory analyses. Perhaps additional
improvement to sensitivities below 2 kg could be achieved by using accou::tability level
analytical data without the timelines of on-line or process control data.

.

4 5.2.6 Interim Product Storage Tanks

The BNFP design includes three interim product storagc tanks. These tanks receive
transfers from the plutonium product tank, usually on a daily basis. Solutions are accumu-
lated in the tanks for a weekly transfer to the plutonium nitrate storage area.

Safeguards tests for these tanks involve static tank monitoring with tank-to-tank
transfer comparisons when transfers are made. Considerable experience was gained during
the BNFP tests using these techniques.

The static tank monitoring program simply monitors tank levels while the tank is in a
static condition. With only about one transfer per day, the tanks are static most of the
time. During the BNFP tests, the computer-based monitor program recorded measure-
ments every 16 min. A check was made to detect any changes in observed tank levels not
associated with transfers.

A number of abrupt removals were made from various tanks during the tests in order
to demonstrate the sensitivity of the monitor system. These ranged from several tens of
liters down to 0.25 L. For the interim product storage tanks involved in this area, abrupt
removals of 0.25 L could be detected. This corresponds to <100 g of product material.

At this level, however, there are frequent (several per day) false alarms. These are
characterized by an apparent removal followed by an increase. The cause was not obvious
but probably was attributable to off-gas or instrument air fluctuation. A more realistic
alarm limit for this test was at the 0.5- to 1-L level, which is still far below the goal quan-
tity for the test. There is certainly no problem with detection of abrupt removals from
static tanks in this area.

The potential removal of solution during the actual transfer is a more difficult chal.
lenge. Transfers between the plutonium product tank and the interim storage tanks were

- -
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treated as accountability transfers during the tests. Precise measurement instruments were
applied and used to measure quantities transferred and quantities received. The total
weight of solution transferred and received was compared. This comparison could be made
within an hour of the transfer based on measurements and preliminary analytical results.
This gives timeliness to the abrupt removal test. Actual plutonium (or uranium) compari-
son must await final accountability concentration analysis, which may be delayed by days.
flowever, this comparison serves as confirmation.'

During BNFP tests, the nominal difference between the transferred and received
quantities was <3 kg of solution. Weight of solution was calculated from volume and den-
sity measurements. Some 250 transfers between these tanks were made during the 1980-81
tests. At this level there was an observed alarm rate of ~20% Most of these alarms are
followed by an offsetting quantity in the other direction, indicative of a piping-holdup
problem.

Throughout the BNFP tests, the problem of piping holdup with pump transfers was
apparent. The actual procedure used by an operator involving the sequence of valve opera-
tion can vary transfer comparison results. Thus consistency of activities between operators
can influence false-alarm rates. Evidence from BNRP tests indicates that comparative
transfer measurements provide the capability to detect removal of material during transfers
from the product tank to the interim storage tanks. liowever, continuous evaluations of
techniques and cross checks of measurements are required to limit the number of alarms.

Transfers from the interim storage tanks to the plutonium nitrate storage area were
also tried during tests. Fewer test transfers were made, but the piping hoMup problem
seemed more significant than with the product tank transfers. This is to be expected con-
sidering the complexity of piping and valving operations to accomplish these transfers.
Measurement capabilities exist and were demonstrated to do comparisons of quantities
transferred versus those received for total solution weight (based on volume and density
measurements) and to detect removals of the goal quantity. If the BNFP or another large
facility were to operate, there would have to be an effort to standardize transfer pro-
cedures. It may be a necessity to reconsider traditional valve and piping arrangements to
minimize variations in piping holdup.

In summary, there does not appear to be a problem to achieve safeguards sensitivity
to an abrupt removal of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) from the interim product storage area.
The technique involves static tank monitoring that is sensitive to removals of <l L of solu-
tion, which is <100 g of plutonium at product concentrations. Comparisons of weights of
solution transferred versus those received provide the safeguards test for removals during
transfer. They are sensitive to removals of a few kilograms of solution, <l kg of plu-
tonium.

5.3 PLUTONIUM NITRATE STORAGE

A plutonium nitrate storage area is a requirement for reprocessing facilities to provide
a buffer between the separations facility and the plutonium oxide conversion facility.
Regulations prohibiting shipment of plutonium nitrate solutions necessitate the close-couple
of separations and oxide conversion. Considerations for nitrate storage are inherent to a
generic facility to provide surge capacity. The BNFP design evolved as these transport

_
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regulations were being implemented. Thus, the plant was equipped for nitrate loadout as
well as excessive storage capacity. This excessive capacity presents a significant challenge
to the safeguards effort due to the large quantities of plutonium potentially contained. The

,

safeguard problem with the BNFP design is typical of problems associated with storage of
concentrated plutonium nitrate product solutions. While the capacity for the BNFP storage
area magnifies the problem, a generic plant will have to address the problem in a similar
way.

The BNFP plutonium nitrate storage and loadout area (PNSL) consists of a series of
48 geometrically favorable slab tanks contained within two shielded cells. Nonprocess

I penetrations into the cells, such as pneumatic instrtament probes and dilution air supply,
enter the top of the cells from an occupied area. Process piping penetrations, such as tank
inlet and outlet lines and associated valving are contained in shielded glove boxes.-

Each PNSL tank has a working volume of 667 L. At a plutonium concentration of
250 g/L of plutonium, each tank will contain ~167 kg of plutonium. Groups of six tanks.

referred to as modules are served by common inlet and outlet manifolds. One pump serves
! cach outlet manifold. There are eight modules in the PNSL The 48 tanks hase the

potential to hold a total of >8 metric tons of concentrated plutonium product.,

The inventory uncertainty for eight, six-tank modules full cf plutonium nitrate using
the best available techniques for volume and concentration measurements greatly exceeds
the 2 kg of plutonium goal quantity of the Reform Amendment. Therefore, periodic
material balances of these tanks cannot meet the loss-detection goals. The recommendation
is to treat the six-tank modules as tamper-safed items.' This presents two different prob-
lems. The first is to provide a method of monitoring the module. The second is to provide
safeguards measurements during additions to or removals from the modules.

The monitoring application is complicated by several factors. There is an evaporative
effect of the air bubbles introduced through the pneumatic-bubbler measurement system.,

There is also an air. sweep across the volume surface at the top of the tank to' remove
hydrogen buildup from radiolysis that adds an additional evaporative effect. Also, there is
a direct effect due to radiolysis. The combination of effects results in a gradual reduction

i in volume. Further, there is a continuous change in concentration from plutonium decay.
*

Sample and analysis with material balances will not be effective. Therefore, volume moni-
toring is recommended.

When a six-tank module is filled, the plutonium nitrate solution is mixed throughout
the module. After final samples and measurement the module is tamper-safed." At the
BNFP, an area of the nitrate storage area was equipped and tested with a closed-loop con-
trol system designed and implemented with the help of Sandia Laboratories. This system

'
monite .:d and controlled valves and glove-box ports to control access to the modules in the
tamper-safed" condition.

Additionally, a computer-based volume monitor system was applied to tank modules <

and tested as part of the BNFP program. The sensitivity of the computer based system !
{ was demonstrated to be well below the 24g limit. The precision of the volume measure-
i ment was demonstrated to conform to tank requirements. In a purely additive model over

the six tanks of a module, this leads to a sensitivity of 1.8 L oser the module. This
represents 0.45 kg of plutonium at 250 g/L concentration.

!
I

i

!

;
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On an individual module basis, each module is easily sensitive to the 5 Ekg (2 kg plu-
tonium) abrupt removal goal during static operating conditions. The only requirement is a
computer-based volume monitor program. Again, the abrupt removal is def' ed to be am
period of less than a few hours and scan rates for change over several (perhaps 15)
minutes. For tests over longer periods, the evaporative effects discussed previously become
important. The sensitivities for removal detection under these conditions will be discussed
under the section of recurring losses in Sect. 6.

The above analysis considers the abrupt removal from a single module. Obviously, the
question of removal of <0.5 kg from each of the six modules must be addressed. As noted
previously, it can be assumed that a system similar to the closed-loop control system will
be implemented limiting access to each module. Simultaneous removals from several
modules will have to defeat the monitor system as well as the closed loop control systems.
While it is difficult to calculate contributions to the probability of detection for these secu-

; rity systems, the combination of monitoring and closed-loop control clearly make detection
of the abrupt removal of 2 kg of plutonium likely.

The second part of the safeguards problem is to monitor transfers into and out of the i

modules. It is proposed to use volume- or solution-weight measurements transferred as the
parameters of interest. This does not address the problem of substitute material. Ilowever,
while the chances of detecting substitute material in a transfer are small, the chances of
being able to add the exact amount and proper density of the substitute material is even
smaller.

We reduce the problem to an analysis of whether all the solution that was sent was
received. Transfers to the nitrate storage area are from the three intermediate product,

storage tanks in the separations area. Prior to transfer, accountability-grade measurements

i of the solution to be transferred will be available. Receiving tank volume measurements of
similar accuracy will also be made.

Tests at the BNFP during 1978-79 included more than 200 transfers of solution from,

i the uranium product accountability tank back to the input accountability tank.
Instrumentation for measurements in these vessels was similar to that expected to be used
for measurements of transfers to the nitrate storage area. Transferred versus received
quantity comparisons were made to demonstrate measurement capabilities. During the

! 1979 tests, the differences showed a calculated standard deviation of <0.1% of the total
,

j solution quantity (weight) transferred. Very similar capabilities should be available on
transfers to the plutonium nitrate storage area.'

Limited testing of water transfers to the nitrate storage area did not match this per-
forman:e. Sizable differences in transferred versus received measured quantities persisted.
Often :he differences were several (six or greater) liters. It was concluded that variable

; piping holdup and some valve leakthroughs were the causes.
| Transfers from the product tanks to the nitrate storage area are made through a

100-L measuring tank that is free-draining to the selected nitrate storage area tank
module Product Hows to a common header. Flow to a chosen tank is controlled by opening,

| the valve to the particular tank. Meanwhile, the outlet lines for the tanks of a module are
combined into a discharge header connected to a single transfer pump that services the

! module. Problems arise when isolation valves on the inlet or outlet headers leak through
; during a transfer. This allows measured product solution to reach a tank other than that
l selected for the transfer and complicates any transfer versus received comparison.

:

!

t
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The BNFP staff proposed.to replace the existing valves with remotely actuated ball
valves. Ball valves historically exhibit fewer leak problems, and this could eliminate the
leak problem.

The second problem is that different amounts of solution can be held up in the piping
depending on the module selected for receipt of product solution. This was observed during
transfer tests at the BNFP. A closer look at the piping arrangement will explain the prob-

| lem. Again, this is specific to the BNFP but generic in the engineering problem of deliver-

|- ing product solution across a distance to a series of slab storage tanks.
'

The process line of interest is a 1-in. schedule 40, type 304L stainless steel pipe con-
necting the 100-L measuring tank in the PPC to all the modules in the plutonium nitrate

i cells. The line is sloped so that solution free-drains from the 100-L measuring tank to the
nitrate storage area. This is a typical pipe holdup problem, common to chemical plant
design and is of particular significance to safeguarding of the concentrated plutonium pro-
duct solutions.

The volume of the pipe as installed in the BNFP can be calculated. The pipe length
from the valve at the 100-L measuring tank to the storage area, including the header and
short sections that drop to the block valves for each module, is 193 ft long. The inside
diameter of this pipe is 1,049 in. Total contained volume when the pipe is full is 32.1 L of
solution. As product, this is more than 8 kg of plutonium.

There is an obvious wetting of the pipe during transfer. Assuming a 1-mm film of
solution on the inside of the entire pipe, the wetting holdup would be 4.8 L, or better than
a kilogram of plutonium product.

An associated problem with the transfer route as installed at BNFP concerns the
down legs to the block valves at each module. The line is designed to free-drain to the last
module. Ilowever, solution will fill the down legs for each module upstream of the selected
module during any particular transfer. Once filled, the down legs remain full until the
block valves are open (or if they leak). Thus, the piping holdups may change considerably
from transfer to transfer and the potential for product-solution mixing in the pipes exists.

This is a problem specific to the as-built condition of the BNFP. Ilowever, it is ge-
neric to piping and transfer systems for the plutonium nitrate storage area of any repro-
cessing plant particularly if geometrically safe, slab storage tank modules are selected in
the design.

The solution is to redesign the transfer system or the procedures to ensure a constant
known holdup. An administrative solution to the BNFP problem is to control transfers by
using the block valves at the modules, leaving a measured amount in the 100-L tank. This
ensures that the entire transfet line is full and the volumetric holdup is known. In this way
very accurate determinations of volume transferred versus that received can be made. In
practice, tests at the BNFP have quantified holdups and leaky valves at 100-mL levels
indicating the sensitivities of measurement capabilities.

This solution still leaves a problem with quantitative measurements of plutonium,
which represents a bigger overall problem. Very little can be done to make quantitative
measurements of plutonium product in the solutions of the the storage area. Radiolysis and
evaporation change solution volumes and concentrations, which make samples valid over
short periods. More frequent sampling presents an operating challenge with respect to ade-
quate mixing of the tanks and modules. It also results in large quantities of material in the

_. . _ _ - _ _ . _ . -_
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laboratory as samples. There is a hope that on-line concentration NDA capabilities can be
applied. or perhaps conductivity monitors with density measurements can be used to sup-
plement volumetric measurement techniques to provide the required safeguards capabili-
ties.

In summary, there are a lot of potential problems associated with tests to detect the
abrupt removal of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) from this area. Static tank monitoring and
transfer quantity comparison are sensitive tests. Measurement capabilities suggest they are
sensitive to removals of solutions containing only a few hundred grams of material. The
problem will be with alarm resolutions. There are many administrative problems and a
number of mechanical problems such as leaking valves or misvalving that will be enccun-
tered. The frequencies of occurrence and associated resolution capabilities for such prob-
lems are not yet quantified.

Ilowever, the sensitivity of the monitoring techniques to detect problems on the order
of milliliters suggest that the abrupt removal of 2 kg of plutonium at a 99% power of
detection or better, corresponding to ~8-L solution, is achievable. This high sensitivity ,

implies a narrow null distribution and hence a small false-alarm rate. Alarm rates depend '

more on the ability to control transfer procedures. Alarm resolution capabilities rely on the
ability to see holdup and observe changes in the holdup during subsequent transfers. Alarm
resolution capability will dictate ultimate unresolved alarm rates.

l
'

5.4 ABRUPT LOSS-DETECllON SUNINIARY

The modern large-scale reprocessing plant should be able to meet the single-space,
single-time, abrupt loss-detection goal of the proposed rule. Several areas of the plant pose
little concern with respect to meeting the goals. These include fuel receipt and storage and
shearing and dissolution. Solutions in the feed preparation area and the codecontamination
cycle pose little concern to safeguards because of the high radiation levels and low plu-
tonium concentrations among high uranium concentrations. These are considered in safe-
guards tests because the solvent extraction process from input to product recovery is a sin-
gle dynamic chemical operation, and some downstream tests rely on tests in the codecon-
tamination cycle.

Process flow rates in a large reprocessing facility such as the BNFP approach 2 kg/h
of plutonium. To achieve abrupt loss-detection sensitivities of 5 Fkg (2 kg of plutonium)

; tests must be applied on frequencies of I to 4 h. Evaluations of these tests on frequencies
'

of 3 to 7 d provide timeliness. This frequency dictates a prerequisite that safeguards tests
be implemented using computer-based systems interfaced directly to process instruments
and use process contro' easurements.

The actual safet c ests applied to the solvent extraction and product storage areas
involve subdividing the process into several units. Special tests tailored to specific process
conditions within these units are then applied.

Safeguards tests for the accountability and feed preparation areas use static tank
monitoring and tank-to-tank transfer comparisons to achieve abrupt loss-detection sensi-
tivity. Static tank monitoring is sensitive to a few liters of solution. In the head-end area,
inventories are usually <2 kg of plutonium per tank. Tank-to-tank transfer monitoring
tests can detect abrupt removals in the range 50 to 60 L during transfers between the
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accountability and feed adjustment tanks. Abrupt removal of 300 to 500 L can be detected
during transfers between the feed adjustment tanks and the liA feed tank. These provide
loss-detection sensitivities of <1 kg of plutonium. Additionally, plutonium has not yet been
separated from the uranium and highly radioactive fission products in these areas.

In the codecontamination and partition cycles the safeguards tests involve comparative
parameter monitoring. Specifically, the tests use the principles of volume or mass balances.

; The tests take advantage of mass or plume Gow rate measurements on streams that are
| independently remeasured downstream'. In these areas, abrupt removal of a goal quantity

requires the icmoval of 25% of the process now over 4 h or 100% of the stream over I h.
When the comparative monitor tests are applied at hourly or higher frequencies, they are
sensitive to these removals.

It is difficult to assess the sensitivity of these tests and calculate false-alarm rates for
two reasons. The first is a lack of extensive operating experience and safeguards evalua-
tions in reprocessing facilities. The second factor is that remote, in-cell flow measurements

are required. These measurements are characteristically precisely inaccurate. They are
subject to sizable systematic errors. These systematic errors drift with time, and operating
experience has not been sufficient to characterize these measurements in a reprocessing
environment. Safeguards tests must be app!ied, and the goal quantity removals must be
recognized within this dynamic measurement error structure.

In the final analysis, evidence indicates that safeguards detection of abrupt removals
of goal quantities from the codecontamination and partition cycles should be detectable. At
this point, the probability of detection should be at least 99%. Ilowever, characteristics of
the particular measurements and the error structures are not sufficiently understood to
determine false alarm sales for given probabilities of detection.

The mechanism for resolution of alarms as they may occur in the partition cycle tests
is not well defined. Clearly, false alarms are going to result in the most part from signifi-
cant system transients. The mechanisms for alarm resolution will center on identification
that a transient did indeed occur. Resolution will depend on the lag-time effects on systems
downstream as evidence of the transients to return to steady state.

i

Through most of the plutonium purification portion of the plant, abrupt removals of !
goal quantities are readily detectable. This is accomplished by further subdividing the plu- |
tonium purification portion of the plant into subareas. Process How rates are still on the
order of 2 kg/h of plutonium, and the abrupt removal over i to 4 h requires 100 to 25%

'

stream removal. The actual sensitivity for tests in this area depends on the ability to
understand and characterize now measurements like those required for the codecontamina-
tion and partition cycles.

The BNFP tests concentrated on these measurements. Specific techniques to provide
or..line calibration of these How measurements ',,ere developed, implemented, tested, and
refined over seven 1-week runs spread out over two years of testing. Mass-How balance cal-
culations, which involve Dow and on-line concentration measurements, were computerized.
Calculations were made on 16-min frequencies. Mass balances during steady-state opera-
tions were routinely obtained to 200 g/h on a 6-kg/h-of-uranium flowsheet. Assuming
this performance can be achieved on plutonium flow rates of 2 kg/h, the abrupt removal
detection goals of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) can be achieved.

-_ _. . -. - _- . -
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The only subarca that presents a potential problem to meet the goal for abrupt remov-
al detection is the area that includes the plutonium product concentrator, catch and sample
tanks. The proposed test uses a material balance test around the area. The sizable inven-

~ tory (40 to 80 kg of plutonium) and the lack of readily available concentration measure-
ments (or capabilities to install on-line NDA instruments) somewhat limits the capabilities.
Ilowever, capabilities demonstrated at the BNFP showed safeguards tests can approach a
2-kg detection capability for this area.

Tests for the various product storage tanks in the BNFP plant use static tank moni-
toring and tank-to-tank transfer monitoring. The static tank monitoring routines have been
shown to be sensitive to removals of less than a liter of solution. This sensitivity implies a
very high probability of detection for the abrupt loss, which involves about 8 L of solution.
Piping holdups present the only difficulty with detection of removals during transfers.
Transfer measurement capabilities are sensitive to losses of 2 to 3 L, which again suggests
a very high probability for detection of abrupt removals of 2 kg of product material.
Transfer procedures that contribute to variations in holdup in transfer piping make alarm
rates high. Ilowever, monitoring sequential transfers provides resolution, and the
unresolved alarm rate should be low.

.
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6. N1ULTIPLE-SPACE, SINGLE-TIN 1E RENIOVALS:
ADN11NISTRATIVE CONTROL AREAS

The proposed upgrade rule specifies no limit to the number of control units into which
a facility can be subdivided for abrupt loss detection. Loss-detection sensitivity, false-alarm
rate, and loss-lacalization capability are key factors. Subdivision into many small units
leads to a more difficult problem. An abrupt loss of less than goal quantities from each of
two or more single locations may result in a total loss >5 Ekg and not cause an alarm in
any of the individual areas.

The Reform Amendment includes the option to establish administratively controlled
areas to provide a multiple area loss-detection capability. -Administratively controlled
areas * as defined in the Reform Amendment are portions of the plant arrived at by subdi-
viding the plant into groups of unit processes. The objective remains the detection of an
abrupt removal, which for purposes of this report has been defined as a removal over a
period of 1 to 4 h.

To meet the goals of the Reform Amendment where multiple administratively con-
trolled areas are defined, the areas must be isolated to preclude personnel' from having
access to multiple areas. This presents a significant constraint for the generic reprocessing
facility and the BNFP specifically.

The proposed rule requires the licensee to (1) -detect any abrupt loss of SSNN1 [stra-
tegic special nuclear material) accumulated from the unit processes within the plant or
within any administratively controlled area. " and (2) if detection within administra-,

tively controlled areas is elected, provide administrative or physical measures to protect
against diversion of 5 Ekg from being accumulated from two or more administratively con-
trolled areas.

The quantities of material on hand in a large-scale reprocessing facility and the meas-
urements available suggest establishment of administratively controlled areas as the means
to achieve the required area-detection capability. To meet the goals of the proposed rule,
isolation of the administratively controlled areas can best be achieved by control of person-
nel access. Routine activities and responsibilities of the various operating personnel must be
considered in designation of administratively controlled areas.

6.1 AREA DESIGNATIONS

Responsibilities and activities of the operating group must be considered. Instrument
and maintenance personnel as well as administrative (including safeguards and security)
personnel are expected to serve all areas. This should not compromise the concepts of

6-1
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administratively controlled areas since their access should be limited in frequency and
duration. This could surely be a point of discussion. However, for this discussion, it is
assumed that these persons will not have the routine access to areas and equipment to
effect the removals. Area personnel and radiation monitors offer a level of assurance con-
cerning this assumption.

With the given assumptions, three separate administratively controlled areas can be
defined. The first area involves mechanical handling from fuel receipt to shearing and dis-
solver charging, which includes hulls handling as well. The second area encompasses per-
sonnel and activities associated with chemical processing from dissolution through product
measurement. The third area involves the plutonium nitrate storage area.

This designation is based on an analysis of operational functions. It is safe to assume |

based on BNFP experience and operating experience at other facilities like Nuclear Fuel j
Services (NFS) and Department of Energy (DOE) reprocessing plants, the operating ]
group will have separate personnel for head-end and mechanical activities including fuel ;

receipt and storage and mechanical processing prior to dissolution. A separate group usu-
'

ally has responsibility for chemical process activities ranging from dissolution to product
measurement, storage, and loadout. The head-end group has the responsibilities to receive
fuel and provide feed material. The chemical process group has responsibility to run the
chemical plant and produce the product. The groups are usually separate and distinct
insolving different personnel who do not routinely move between the groups. In fact, a

i

facility operating under NRC rule will require operators to be qualified for an area (from
the perspective of performing MC&A functions), limiting the possibility of their transfer
between areas.

Separation of mechanical processing and chemical processing activities with the
inherent separations of operating staff is a logical basis for establishing them as adminis-
tratively controlled areas. The only other consideration is subdivision of the chemical pro-
cess area. The plutonium nitrate storage area deserves special attention. In the BNFP
design this area consists of 48 slab tanks, each with a working capacity approaching 700 L.
While this area is likely to be the responsibility of the chemical-process operations group,
activities in this area are limited and access to the area can be tightly controlled.

During tests at the BNFP facility, the plutonium nitrate storage area was isolated
from the rest of the facility. A computer-based access control system was in place to limit
and record access to the area. A closed-loop control system was in place to limit and docu-
ment material handling activities. In general, this area was under separate control from the
rest of the chemical process area. These controls on personnel movement and personnel
activities qualify this area for designation as a separate administratively controlled area
from the rest of the chemical process area. Thus three separate administratively controlled
areas are designated for a large reprocessing facility like the BNFP. They are the head-
end, chemical process, and plutonium nitrate storage.

6.2 IIEAD-END ADMINISTRATIVELY CONTROLLED AREA

The head-end area encompasses fuel receipt and the disassembly and chopping opera-
tions. Material control and accounting techniques applied within this area are item control
for the most part with NDA for hulls measurements. Some NDA has been proposed for

1
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spent fuel measurements, but these have not been widely applied and may serve better as
signature measurements rather than quantitative techniques.

Diversion scenarios proposed are limited to removal of spent fuel assemblies, disassem-
bly and removal of pins, or removal of sheared pieces through the hull-removal routes. All
of these require removal of the plutonium in association with the uranium and fission pro-
ducts. liigh levels of radiation preclude routine handling of the material and make detec-
tion by normal area radiation alarms likely. Discussion of the removal detection capabili- 1

ties is documented in the discussion presented in Sects. 3 and 5 of this report.
Tests required to protect the head-end area from the abrupt removal of 5 Ekg (2 kg of

plutonium) by a multiple-area removal are trivial and indeed may not be required under
the 100-rem /h exemption. The plutonium is in combination with uranium and fission pro-
ducts throughout. Removal of material in fuel assemblies or subassemblies requires massive
shielded containers and transport vehicles to effect. While there is no way to quantify
detection capabilities for security measures and area radiation monitors to detect unauthor-
ized removals, the probability of detection is near 100% with a near-icro probability of
false alarms.

Even during shear and dissolution, disruption of dissolver operations to * side pocket,"
and removal of significant material in hulls or by another route are not credible concerns.
Since the chemical operators control dissolution and the head-end operators are responsible
to charge and discharge dissolvers, removal requires a cooperative effort. The goal quantity
of 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) is ~10% of a nominal dissolver batch in a 5-MTU/d repro-
cessing facility. This quantity would be associated with 170 kg of uranium. The hull pieces

3for this amount of fuel would occupy >25 ft and have the high inherent radiation levels
that preclude easy transport. Area radiation monitors and routine security measures are
sufficient for these considerations.

Combined removals of less than goal quantities from these areas are equally as detect-

| able. The tests involved are the simple piece-count and item-identification methods and
practical application of routine security and health and safety monitoring programs.

6.3 PLUTONIUM NITRATE STORAGE ADMINISTRATIVELY CONTROLLED AREA

The plutonium nitrate storage administratively controlled area has the same defined
boundaries as the control unit established for abrupt removal detection. In the BNFP
design and proposal for the generic large-scale plant, which incorporates storage in the
design, this area can be physically isolated. Access to this operational area is through a
limited number of portals that can be easily monitored. Access to the area is not routinely
required, and during routine activities a limited number of individuals require access.
Access can be controlled by locks. In BNFP tests, access was granted and logged by a
computer system based on a level of previous authorizations of both personnel and activi-
ties.

Since this administratively controlled area corresponds to the control unit, the tests for
abrupt diversion are the same as described in Sect. 4. The access control and operational
control interlocks add to the detection sensitivities. The sensitivities of the material control
tests are discussed in the previous section.

1
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6.4 SEPARATIONS PROCESS ADN11NISTRATIVELY CONTROLLED AREA

Excluding the head-end area and the plutonium nitrate storage area, the remainder of
the separations process is considered as a single administratively controlled area. This
encompasses chemical process activities from dissolution to product measurement. The pro-
cess liquids range from the highly radioactive dissolver product with plutonium concentra-
tions of I to 2 g/L to highly concentrated purified product in the 250 g/L and above con-
centration range.

The dynamic nature of the separations process with the interdependence of the various
chemical systems necessitate a single organization with operating responsibilities. It
requires continuous communication between operator personnel to keep the interaction of
the various systems within operating parameters. Physical location of control and operating
equipment precludes isolation of personnel to specific systems within the chemical process
area. The entire area must be considered as a single administratively controlled area on the
basis of personnel-control capabilities.

Section 3 of this report dealt with specific tests applied to various control units across
the separatioas facility to achieve a 5 Ekg (2 kg of plutonium) abrupt loss-detection sensi-
tivity. Individually, these areas can achieve the desired sensitivity, but many are close to
the limits of detection. Adjusting alarm limits to achieve specified alarm rates and reach a
sensitivity of 5 Ekg for the combination of tests on an area basis is not possible for the
separations area of a large-scale reprocessing facility.

Analysis of tests and sensitivities to the multiple-space, single time abrupt removal
must consider the material forms involved. Tests with overlapping boundaries must be con.
sidered. There is a certain reliance on area radiation monitors to be considered. There are
also certain practicalities to consider involving removal of aqueous and organic solutions to
obtain the goal quantities, or removing a series of solutions with concentrations ranging
from 10 to 250 g/L of plutonium. Likewise, consideration should be given to the equip-
ment and manpower required to extract material from a remote cell whose doors cannot be
opened. The problems associated with moving that material out of access aisles if and
when it is removed from the cells are also important considerations. All of these factors
contribute to detection sensitivities but in a very indirect way. It is difficult to include
these factors in sensitivity and false-alarm calculations.

The thrust of this discussion will be directed at tests that can be conducted in addition
to the abrupt loss tests described in Sect. 4. Based on results from tests at the BNFP, pro-
jection of detection sensitivities for these additional tests are made. Ilowever, it is not clear
how these additional tests combine with abrupt removal detection probabilities and false-
alarm estimates. The unquantifiable contributions of physical constraints and area moni-
tors are also not easily included in sensitivity estimates.

6.4.1 The Statorial Halance Tesi 1

While previous discussions have subdivided the separations process to achieve abrupt
removal sensitivity, the capabilities of material balance tests across the conventional
material balance boundaries should not be ignored. The concept of near-real time
accounting using this entire material balance area should be considered and developed.

-- - -- . .- . - - .
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Near-real-time accounting, in this context, implies that a book inventory representing
the total material that should be in the control area, based only on input and output
transfers, is maintained in near-real-time. This means that the current book inventory is
always available and continuously updated as transfers into and out of the area are made.
The current book inventory reflects the best available measurements for the various
transfers. It does not necessarily wait for the best accountability measurements to update
book inventories. Best estimates are used. Any book inventory includes a mixture of best
estimates and final accountability results. A book insentory requesttd at a later time may
also reflect adjustments made for final accountability measurements.

In a large-scale reprocessing facility, the nature of this current book inventory using a
mixture of,the best estimates and accountability measurements is important. To achieve
timeliness of detection and sensitivities, most tests are conducted at frequencies of I to 4 h.
Timely analysis of test statistics must be made. Best estimates must be used in many cases
since accountability results may be delayed for days. The analysis cannot be delayed to
accommodate these results.

The near real-time accounting test obtains the current book inventory and compares
the book to an on-line, in-process inventory. This in-process inventory is necessary to
achieve the frequent material balance closures and test statistics required for the removal
detection tests. With the frequencies of closure required for a large-scale facility such as
the BNFP, the in-process imentory technique must be computer based, automatic, and
totally transparent to operations. It cannot be tied to prerequisites that constrain opera-
tional activities. It must use available measurement information, including process-control
data, and available sample results. It includes calculations and best available estimates of
inventory quantities.

Maintenance of a computerized near real-time book inventory is the lesser problem,
although by no means a trivial problem. Ilowever, the more difficult aspect of near real-
time accounting is measurement of the in-process inventory. Specifically, the problem is to
make this measurement in a timely manner without constraints on operational activity.
Some pioneer work was donc as a cooperative effort between the United States, Japan, and
the IAEA at the Tokai plant, which is a 200-MTU/ year facility. Throughput and IAEA
inspection constraints led to an effort to provide closures on a weekly basis. Attempts were
made to measure in process inventories at optimum times when process conditions were
favorable. It timed inventory measurement to plutonium product concentrator activities
and used a series of concurrent samples for inventory determination.

This approach has merits in that it maximiics inventory measurement capabilities.
liowever, it constrains the operating organization as well as safeguards to make the meas-
urements at the proper time. It also provides data only weekly. In a large scale facility
throughput quantities are large, and weekly tests for abrupt removal lose timeliness and
sensitivity.

To be effective for a large-scale facility such as the BNFP, inventory measurements
and material balance closures should be performed daily or perhaps hourly. To achieve
these capabilities, the inventory measurements and material balance closures must be com-
puterized, automatic, and cannot rely on a series of timely samples under optimum condi-
tions. In this analysis, it is assumed that a computerized data handling system interfaced
to process measurement instruments and the laboratory for sample results is in place and
available for material balance calculation and data analysis.
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6.4.2 Imentory Measurement Capability-The HNFP Tests

Demonstration of in-process inventorv measurement capabilities had been the subject
of development and tests at the BNFP for several years, starting in 1978. Throughout
these tests, natural uranium was used as a surrogate fuel in the plant systems. It presents
some difficulty to extrapolate results from these tests to an operating facility with uranium
and plutonium. Ilowever, much attention was focused during the tests to use methods and
procedures applicable to routine operations.

Throughout the tests, the plant systems were operated by introducing an initial charge
of nonradioactive feed material. Product materials were accurately measured as if it were
true product, but was then recycled back to the input tank to provide additional feed. The
net effect was that the initial charge of material remained in the plant systems, reduced
only by the small amounts measured and removed in the waste streams. The actual plant
inventory was available based on the initial charge reduced by waste removals. This gase;

an iccurate inventory for comparisons with measured in process inventory quantities. |
This presented a unique opportunity to develop in process inventory techniques and

evaluate measurement performance. The measured inventory could be compared to the
known on a routine basis to estimate the accuracy and precision of the in process inventory
measurement directly. The first tests were applied during runs involving the entire separa-
tions facility during 1978 and 1979. hiany of the measurement and calculation techniques
for inventory measurement used in later tests had not been developed. This first application
did not include methods of pulse-column inventory estimation. Later tests showed the
operational characteristics of plant instrumentation. A method of on line calibration for
these devices later' improved measurement accuracies from these instruments by a factor of
ten. This had not yet been implemented during the 1979 runs. hiany of the on line concen-
tration estimation techniques that proved so accurate and valuable during later tests had
also not yet been developed and implemented.

With the methods and instruments available at the time of these initial runs,62 deter-
minations of in-process inventory were made during the 1979 tests. Comparisons of these
measured inventories to the known values based on the initial charga showed a standard
deviation of z383 kg of uranium on the total of ~12 h1TU inventory. This translates to
an inventory measurement uncertainty of %. This is without the bencfit of the various
measurement improvements developed during later tests.

Niost of these refinements that later became available respond to process changes. For
instance, column inventory estimators allow for inventory measurements to reflect small
changes in quantities as flow conditions are adjusted. These 1979 tests included periods of
special tests where operational conditions were altered to test plant and equipment perfor-
mance limits. These tests resulted in a number of upsets and process transients. The miss-
ing refinements in the inventory measurement program were those designed to respond to
just these kinds of upsets. Thus conclusions drawn from these data concerning inventory
measurement capabilities r:flect some process transients as well.

hiaking the assumption that transients can be followed with the ref'ncments that have
been developed, peri <ds of steady state operations during these tests were examined. There
were two such periods during process throughput rate tests where steady state conditionsI

existed. These periods show normal variations in the typical surge points but unmeasurable

i
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locations such as columns were very steady. During both of these periods the standard
deviation of the differences between measured and actual inventories was on the order of
150 kg of uranium on the total inventory of ~12 MTU. This translates to an uncertainty
of ~ 2.5% for the on-line inventory measurement.

These tests were based on uranium only. Every effort was made to use routinely avail.
able plant equipment and not rely on special test instruments. There was a serious attempt
to use measurements and estimation techniques that are applicable to hot operations in a

t plant with radioactive mixed solutions of uranium and plutonium. Still, extrapolation of
these test results to plutonium measurements across the entire facility during operations is

; difficult. A gross assumption is that equivalent relative performance is achievable on the
j plutonium inventory. As discussed later, this may not be all that bad of an assumption.
; Estimates of actual plutonium inventory vary considerably for an operating reference

facility like the BNFP. Inventory throughout the feed preparation and codecontamination
; and partition cycles is likely to be 20 to 30 kg. The plutonium purification portion of the

plant is likely to have another 30 to 40 kg. The remainder of the inventory will be in the
plutonium product con ~ entrator (15 kg), and plutonium product catch and accountabilityc;

tanks. At any one time, these product tanks will likely contain upwards to 50 kg of concen-
j trated product. An additional quantity of material may reside in interim product storage
; tanks included in the BNFP design. During normal operations, these quantities will be

well-characterized product solutions and not a part of the in process inventory
measurement problem. A total of 100 kg of active inventory is likely for the typical plant.

With the assumption that results of the 1979 tests indicate potential for in process
) plutonium inventory measurement, a measurement uncertainty of 2.5 kg is expected.
'

This estimate is based on the observations during steady-state operations. It assumes that
j the advanced techniques developed in years subsequent to the 1979 tests will have the

desired effects on measurement capabilities.

; Attempts were made to confirm these assumptions during subsequent tests in 1980
; and 1981 at the BNFP. Budget constraints precluded operation of the full solvent extrac.
' tion cycle for test demonstrations. Ilowever, slight modifications were made to allow
| operation of the plutonium purification portion of the plant on a closed.hiop cycle. Like the
! previous full plant tests the product solutions were collected and ucycled, but only to the

start of the purification cycle.

| Seven such miniruns were conducted. Among qther tests, a program to measure the
in-process inventory was implemented. Inventory measurements were made on an hourly

| basis. The test concentrated on making these computer-based measurements totally

| automated and completely transparent to operational activities.
! Dd.ng these tests, a program to provide on line calibration of process instruments was

] impler...r.ted. Several on line concentration measurement methods were tried. Also,
detailed studies of pulse-column inventory estimator techniques were conducted.

'

; inventory measurement performance capabilities were still rated by comparison to the
,

j known inventory. For these miniruns an initial charge of ~400 kg of uranium (as a substi-
tute for plutonium) was used. The inventory measurements were compared to the initial
charge. One complication with the minirun configuration was in the area of waste meas-
urements. Unlike the previous full plant runs where waste solutions were measured batch-
wise prior to tra; sfer from the MBA, waste solutions from the plutonium purification cycle

<
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columns were continually collected and evaporated over the full week of operation. Only at
the completion of each run was the concentrator emptied and waste measurements made.
This was a minor problem for comparison of inventory measurements to the known. It
represents a continuous removal. As the runs progressed, the continuous inventory meas-
urements and various analysis techniques were used to quantify these combined waste
streams. '

By the conclusion of the minirun tests, the performance of repeated inventories
showed a standard deviation on the order of 7 kg. This was based on repeated comparisons

,

i of the measured to the known. (This translates to a capability of 3.5%). This was over
an entire one-week run with normal process variance. This is roughly the same magnitude

,

(as a percentage of inventory) as indicated by the earlier tests over brief periods of steady
state. Refinements and additional measurement techniques enabled inventory measure-
ments to follow normal process variations.:

| A final test at the BNFP was to be implementation of the in-process inventory meas-
urement program across the entire plant with all the refinements and improved measure-
ment techniques developed during the miniruns. Unfortunately, funding for this run was
not available, and the BNFP was closed before the test run could be accomplished.

Based upon results of the 1979 test, and reinforced by the minirun tests, it is projected
'

| that on line in-process inventory measurement accuracy will be on the order of 4't rela-
tive to total inventory, with the nominal holdup of 100 kg of plutonium. This translates to

4 kg.

6.4.3 On Line Automatic Calibration in the Imentory Measurement

Any program of near real time accounting and the associated in process inventory
measurement applied to a dynamic facility like a large reprocessing plant must rely on
many process control type instruments. While highly accurate devices are available, the
associated high initial costs limit their use to very special applications. They are also usu-
ally sensitive to environmental conditions and temperature, humidity, and vibration in
operating galleries, which also limits their application.

j One of the more interesting results of test runs at the llNFP was the development of a
computer based system to improve the accuracy of normal process control differential,

pressure instruments. This automatic calibration system, or autocalibration, was discus:cd

|
in Sect. 4. Ilowever, the importance of this development as it relates to the in process

I inventory measurement as part of the near real time accounting must be stressed.
! On line calibration of the differential pressure measurement devices provides a signifi-

cant improvement in inventory measurement capabilities. To put the effect in perspective,
consider the problems associated with measurement of solutions in the 12,000 L IIA feed
tank in the BNFP design. During routine operations this tank may contain anywhere from

:

400 kg of uranium (4 kg of plutonium) up to 4 MTU (40 kg of plutonium). Routine'

instrumentation has been shown to exhibit nonlinearity. The net effect may be a positive
,

! bias of 5% at the upper end. In this example, simply filling the tank would show an
I apparent loss of 209 kg of uranium (2 kg of plutonium) in the inventory measurement as

the tank emptied.i

I
i
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The method of on-line calibration was demonstrated to climinate these effects. As part
of this program, individual instruments were brought to the testing laboratory. The non-
linearity of the specific instruments were characterized and described by a polynomial
before installation. The instrument outputs were interfaced to a computer system. Readout
was interpreted with the specific polynomial relationship rather than with the traditionally

i assumed linear relationship.
| In addition to nonlinearity, the on-line calibration program compensated for drift in

the instrument. This computer-based program controlled solenoids to switch a highly accu-i

i rate device in parallel to individual instruments. This located the output curve and clim-
) inated the effects of calibration shift.

The cost of this installation was ~$100 per device on top of an estimated $700 to
$900-initial instrument cost. The net effect was to improve the process control devices from;

! instruments capable of 5 to 10% performance to instruments capable of 0.5 to 1.0%.
} There was no attempt during the BNFP tests to quantify the effects of such an appli-

cation on overall in. process inventory measurements. Ilowever, Table 6.I shows the effects
as applied to a single device over a period of time.,

For the test shown in the table, a high accuracy measurement was applied in parallel4

to the subject process control device. The tabic shows comparative readings every 2.5 h.4

;

; The process control device (TAY) was read with (CO) and without (UN) the auto- '

j calibration corrections. The high accuracy device used for comparison of the level measure-
i ments on the left of the table was a RUSKA clectromanometer. These level measurements
) and comparisons are in centimeters of water. Of particular interest is the sirable bias of
| the uncorrected readings and that the bias is quite different at the various levels of read-
1

ing. In the upper ranges, the bias is nearly 5 cm. In the middle ranges, it is 2 to 2.5 cm.
i At the lower ranges, it is 1.5 to 2 cm. This is the result of the nonlinearity of the raw

transmitter output. The comparisons to corrected numbers reflect the improvements to be
l realized.
: Density measurement comparisons are also shown in the table. Again, the comparisons

are made to a high accuracy electromanometer measurement in parallel. Additionally,,

these densities are used in a relationship to predict uranium concentrations (UCALC).
These comparisons are shown on the far right of the table. Often, these concentrations are

I used for in process inventory measurements. These comparisons show the levels of effect
l these measurements can have on inventory measurements.

Autocalibration probably is not necessary on all instruments. For the final tests as"

j planned for 1983, which were never executed, a detailed look was taken at all measure. (
| ments to be used in the in process inventory. The specific application of each measurement t

| and associated quantities of material involved were rated. There were ~30 instruments
t

selected that required the level of measurement achievabic with this system. Thus this pro-
gram of autocalibration provides a reasonable alternative to high priced equipment to pro.

| vide safeguards level measurements for the near real time accounting application
i

i
|

l

i

'
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|

6.4.4 In-Process Inventory 51easurements in the Staterial Balance

Analpes

As previously noted, while in process inventory plays a major role in near real-time
accounting, the current book inventory is equ red for material balance closure. In this par-i

ticular case the balance is across the entire separations area. The goal is to detect abrupt
removals from the administratively controlled area defined to include the full separations
plant.

The goal during BNFP tests was to achieve capabilities for hourly in process inventory
measurements. Batch quantities, surge capacity, and throughput dictate approximately
three input batches per day. A single plutor.. m product batch per day can be expected.
One or two waste solution batches should be expected. Thus, while there will be 24
material balance closures, a maximum of six will have to deal with actual input / output
measurements. This certainly has an implication for safeguards detectability since most
closures insolve only two inventories.

lt is interesting to develop the implications of this situation. A material balance period
[

that includes no additions or removals involves a material balance calculation with only
two measurements of inventory. If the measurement uncertainty for inventory determina-

| tion is assumed to be 14 kg of plutonium, propagation of errors for the two inventory
measurements gives a detection sensitivity for the material balance of 5.6 kg of plu-
tonium.

It is projected that input and product measurements can be made to ~.t 0.5%. This

requires accountability level measurement capabilities and analytical results to achieve this
accuracy. These are usually delayed by several hours or even days. To achieve timely
detection, a process control analysis may be used in place of the accountability number.
While there is little practical experience reported with this type of analysis, tests at the
BNFP indicate 1.0% may be achievable for timely results. Indeed, the process control
method that relates the acid density to concentration developed and tested at the BNFP
showed an accuracy of 0.5%. Similar results should be achievable for process control meas-
urements during actual operations, particularly for product solutions.

Assuming the 1% level is achievable for input measurements, this translates to an
uncertainty of 1.6 kg of plutonium for a nominal input batch. For a material balance
closure, which includes an input batch and two inventories, the combined removal detection
sensitivity for the period is around 5.8 kg of plutonium. A similar sensitivity would be cal-
culated for a period covering a product transfer even if somewhat better analytical capabil-
ities were assumed.

The sensitivities anociated with periods that include waste transfers are similar to
inventory-only periods. Waste transfers are likely to contain only a few hundred grams of
plutonium and accountability level measurements are made prior to transfer because of
economic and contractual obligations to minimite waste quantities.

The point of this discussion is that with the frequent closures, there is not likely to be
input product and waste batches all contributing to material balance uncertainties for a
single closure. The inventory measurement uncertainties dominate the individual closures.
A high percentage of the material balance closures involve only inventory measurements.

_ _ . - _ - - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ - _ - - ._ _ -_ -__ . . ,_ -._
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When there is a removal or addition, the uncertainty and sensitivity to removal are not
much different. With the assumption about inventory measurement capabilities, an abrupt
removal detection sensitivity of 5 to 6 kg of plutonium seems achievable for the entire
separations process administratively controlled area.

6.4.5 Additional Considerations
I

) The separations facility contains solutions that range from low concentration (I to 2
I g/L of plutonium) highly radioactive dissolver solution to highly concentrated (>250 g/L
j of plutonium) purified product solution. A 5 I kg (2 kg of plutonium) removal from the
j front end of the process requires removal of 1000 L of highly radioactive solution with an

associated weight of >3 tons. After fission product removals, the volume and weight of
; solution required to achicsc the goal removal is even greater and still requires separation
! from the associated uranium Throughout the remainder of the separations cycle up to the

plutonium pnx!uct concentrator, plutomum concentrations do not exceed 40 to 60 g/L
This still requires removal of 30 to 60 L of solution weighing 60 to 100 lb. Only after
product concentration does the c,oncentration esceed 250 g/L where the goal quantity is
<8 L The weight is ~15 lb, and it occupies <0.5 ft'.

A practical approach to administratively controlled area removal detection sensitivities
must consider these physical aspects of the goal quantities as well as a general
consideration of the potential removal routes. Process equipment for the chemical separa-
tions portion of the llNI P is contained in fisc process cells. These cells are heavily shielded

I with access only through shielding doors at the bottom or by removal of shielding plugs at
! the top. There are no penetrations through the cell boundaries to operating galleries that
j routinely carry significant quantities of SNM, other than product tank transfer linet The
j doors and shielding plugs cannot be opened while the cell ventilation system is operating
j without extraardinary equipment. Direct access to equipment in the cells is not credible

under operating situationt Opening these cells would disrupt operations and alarm
cell pressure measurement devices.

There is a single exception in the llNI:P design. The plutonium product transfer
,

j pumps are hxated in a cell niche within the plutonium purification cell. This niche is iso-
lated from the remainder of the cell by a routinely closed door. Access to the niche is'

] through a normally closed cell door. Routine acceu to the area is not permitted, but
j periodic maintenance entries may be required.
"

l'or the most part, samplers do not represent a potential removal route for abrupt
removait in the llNl:P design, samplers deliver solutions at rates in the range of 100
mL/ min. Samplers are located in glove boxes or sample cellt flundreds of sample bottles
are required to accomplish the 51 kg removal, esen with prmfuct solution. In the case of
on line monitors where flowing sample streams are acccuible, the flow minimites available
quantities. Product streams present the worst case. Where the goal quantity of product

; solution occupies M L,80 min of sample flow at 100 mL/ min are required.
1 The current ilRLT design calls for a remote sampler system that perforrns all sample

operations in cell with no penetration of sample lines outside the cell boundariet This con-
; tributes to the safeguards effort. With this remote vehicle for sample taking, only single

sample bottles are available and the sample schedule must be programtned. If this feature<

1 is incorporated in plant design, samplers are not a consideration for removal of material.
|

!
!

.
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{ The BNFP design incorporates five process cells. Accountability feed preparation,
j codecontamination, and partit on take place in the center cells. Plutonium purificationi

equipment is at one end of the plant with uranium product at the other. Thus, equipment,

j for plutonium purification activities are physically separated in a different cell than the
j front end activities. Samplers and process lines for the plutonium purification cell are
'

grouped near the cell with samples located in a glove box. Equipment and samplers for the
; front end activities are grouped further down the process building with the samplers in a
I separate sample cell. While the operating aisles are continuous, equipment for the two pro- |

Icess areas are separated by ~20 ft corresponding to a cell and equipment associated with.

! intermediate level waste activities.
! This has an implication for the multiple space, single-time removal scenario. Since

| process lines are the focus of attention as the only credible abrupt removal routes, and con. )

sidering the equipment necessary to remove material through proecss lines to overcome the4

| inherent head pressures, simultaneous removals from the two main areas separated by this i

j distance increase the problems for a potential diverter. ;
j Thus additional tests for the multiple space, abrupt removal, use-overlapping control

! units. Again, it is not clear how an additional overlapping test can be used to calculate
j probabilities of detection and alarm frequencies, but there is an inherent improvement over ,

j the single test that covers the entire separations area. !
i Section 6.2 discusses tests at the BNFP that indicate on-line inventory measurements

| can be made at hourly frequencies with accuracies of 3 to 4% For a test using the full

{ separations plant, propagation of errors shows the balance test should be capable of detect-

! ing 5 to 6 kg abrupt removals.

| Material balance tests at the BNFP centering on the plutonium purification portion of
j the plant show similar capabilities. The relative errors observed for throughput and inven-
i tory measurements were similar to these observed during full separations plant tests. The

| plutonium purification portion of the plant, from IBP to product measurement (excluding
interim storage) should contain ~80% of the total inventory. Both full plant and

'

limited plutonium system tests use the same in process inventory measurements. Subdivid-
ing the plant at the IBP stream requires integrated flow measurements at the IBP stream

| as the input to the plutonium purification control unit. These integrated flow
| measurements will not match the accountability level input batch measurements associated !

| with the full plant test. Ilowever, with hourly material balance closures, the throughput j
j quantity is small. The absolute uncertainty of the input measurement contributes little to

! the overall uncertainty of the material balance test statistic. An uncertainty of 5 to 6 kg of !
4 plutonium should be achievable for this subarca.

.

{ A final consideration is given to the interim product storage tanks, also a part of the !
| chemical process administratively controlled area. As discussed in Sect. 4, sensitivities for |
i this area to abrupt removal are on the order of a few hundred grams.

,

. Thd above three tests can be combined for the administratively controlled area remov. )
j al detection test. They provide overlapping test comparisons. As with most of the other |
| safeguards considerations for reprocessing facilities, there is little data to support definitive

'

; calculations of alarm rates, detection probabilities and alarm resolution techniques that
'

influence false alarm rates. Ilowever, a combination of the full separations plant balance
test, the plutonium purification cycle-control unit test and the interim product storage- '

! tank test provides maximum sensitivity. !
|

}
'

1

|
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6.I3

6.5 MU1,TIPl.E-SPACE, SING 1.E-TIME, l.OSS-DETECI'lON SUMM ARY

In the modern large-scale reproecuing facility such as the llNFP the pmsibility for
removal of <5 Fkg from several areas to achiese a 5 Fkg removal can be minimited by

i establishing three administratisely controlled areas. The fuel receipt and mechanical.
process area is the first, plutonium nitrate storage is the second, and chemical processing is
the third. This structure is suggested by the nature of the operations and operator license
requirements, which segregate operator groups to these arcat

Safeguards tests to achieve the detection goals within these areas are not difficult for
the first two. Simple extensions of the single space, single time, abrupt Ims detection tests i

as discussed in Sect. 4 accomplish this goal. It is not likely that the 5 Fkg detection goal l;

under the multiple space, single time consideration can be achiesed for the chemical pro. (
cess area, however. l

The tests to be applied to the chemical proccu section involve combined tests with
;

overlapping control units. The actual sensitivity and false alarm rates cannot be accurately
predicted based on demonstrated capabilities. Ilowever, based on tests at the llNFP using

i natural uranium as a surrogate fuel for plutonium, it seems that a sensitivity to removals
of 5 to 6 kg of plutonium (compared to the 2 kg detection goal) can be achieved mer a
control unit established across the entire chemical process area. Similarly, a detection
capability of 5 to 6 kg should also be achievable on a control unit from the partition cycle
to the plutonium product. These detection capabilities are combined with capabilities to '

detect removals in the order of a few hundred grams from the interim product tankt
| These are merlapping control units.

There is contribution to the metall detection probability asweiated with the physical!

aspects of accomplishing these removals from separate locations in the plant given the
remote proccuing operations invohed. Alm, the varying degrees of attractivenen of the
various solutions, considering concentration, purity, and radioactivity, contribute to the low
probability of simultaneous removals from several arcat

j
,

There is no apparent method to combine these considerations into a single definitise
; statistical test evaluation. It is apparent that a removal of 5 to 6 kg of plutonium, com.

,

pared to the 2 kg of plutonium detection goal can be achieved. The practical considerations
'

involving material attractiveness and acccuibility, if they could be combined, could easily1

contribute to meeting the detection goalt ideally, a sensible approach considering all
aspects of detectability, attractiveness, and physical barriers to removal suggests the

,

; multiple space, single time removals may be detected in the reproccuing plant.

!
J

!

|

!

!

.
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7. RECURRING I.OSS DETE('I' ION: SINGl.E-SI' ACE,
MUI.Til'I.E. TIME REMOVAI.

liigh. frequency, near real time material balance accounting is intended to make rapid
aucuments for timely detection of abrupt removals. Abrupt, as defined in the proposed
rule, means the time interval between sequential performances of material control tests
that cover the material in question, or a 4 h period, whicheser is longer. For the reproccu.
ing plant that is the subject of this discuuion, the perital of time is considered to be 4 h,
and tests are of ten performed hourly. The pronned upgrade rule requires detection of this
abrupt removal within sesen calendar days for most reproccuing plant material. Separated
plutonium solutions are considered clau I A and require detection of abrupt loues within
three working days of a lou. Throughout this report the goal has been to isolate loucs
within a 4 h period and make the judgment within 3 d of the time it occurs.

Ilcyond the question of abrupt removal detection, there is concern about the potential
for recurring loues of leu than abrupt removal goal quantities. Recurring loues can be
entulated to occur under a wide variety of scenariot This document cannot addrew all of
these various scenariot in this rep >rt, it is auumed that a recurring lou is one that occurs
at a relatisely constant rate oser a periixi of concern.

The propned rule requires recurring low detection methods to be implemented. l'or
each unit proccu, at least every seven calendar days, measurement data accumulated since
the last cleanout of the unit proccu must be evaluated. Under area detecto,n capabilities
the rule requires tests for the entire plant or for each administratively controlled area.
These tests are requircd at least every 7 d for data accumulated user the most recent 60 d
of operation liach evaluation must be able to detect a recurring lou with wt pmer of
detection. The propned rule allows for the goal quantity to be as low as reasonably achiev-
able.

Statistical tests often propned to detect recurring loucs range from cumulative effects
tests like CUSUM to the recursive predictive techniques like Kalman filtering. Inferences
using these techniques are usually based on the anumption that the expected value of the
test statistic is the mean of a normally distributed variable, in the case of a control unit
material balance test, this auumes the expected value of the inventory difference is icro.
In the case of a recurring removal of material, the series of inventory differences will show
an apparent shif t from /cro. The sequential material balance tests are selected for their
sensitivity to detect thn shift.

Safeguards applications in largeacale reproccuing facilities such as the llNI P apply
these sequential tests aeron a series of control units to achieve sensitivity to the recurring
low. These are the same control units used for abrupt low detection as dewribed in the
previous sections. 'These control units are often drawn aeron dynamic procen boundaries.
They often rely on proccu control. type measurements.

I
7I
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i 7.1 RECURRING I.OSS DETECI'lON ANIONG SYSTENI ATIC EFFECIS
i
,

Despite efforts such as the automatic calibration system, these data are subject to
! small systematic errors. These systematic effects generally show the same behavior as

actual removah if not accounted for in the analysis. Thus, the safeguards effort encounters
; a problem in recogniting recurring loues in the presence of systematic and other process
) effects.

| The term " systematic error" implies the existence of a bias that persists over some
period of time and may change with time. It is very difficult to define these effects well.

i This question was the focus of considerable attention during the 1980-81 test runs at the
llN FP.

j Seven test runs were made over the two-year period. Each run lasted about one week.

; There was an effort to characterire the systematic effects of a number of measurements
! during these tests. It was found that the systematic effects (or biases) could be character-

ired during each of the runs and were constant over the one week run period flowever, the
net systematie effect (or apparent bias) would be considerably different for the same

j measurement oser different runs. This is certainly not a conclusive test but suggests that
; some systematic effects are constant oser periods of 2 week but do change over longer

] perimh,
The proposed regulations require weekly recurring low detection tests covering data

i over a much longer period. This means that the safeguards tests must deal with detection
; of actual recurring loues that may be indktinguishable from systematic errors, This detec-

tion must be made among continually changing systematic errors.
The problems of recurring lou detection were evident throughout the llNi P runs dur.

ing 1980 -81. Scusal recurring lou tests were performed during these runs where material
was actually remosed from process equipment under various scenarios to test sensitivity of,

measurements and detection techniques. These protracted removal tests involved removal'

| of ~8 kg of material mer perio(h ranging from 4 to 40 h. !

| The low detection tests usually imohed material balances constructed around specific !
control units within the plutonium purification system. These usually required measure-
ment of Dowing streams by integration of now and conecntration over time, llow measure-,

! ments are difficult and subject to sirable systematic effects. Italance equations also require
,

| measurement of waste streams, which usually contain low concentrations (<l% of !

; throughput).
Data collected during the test runs were submitted to anal,os to detect the various'

! test removah. Results indicate that the measurements were sensitive, and virtually every
prwacted removal was detected, llowever, almmt universally, the tests indicated ,ovak

greater than actually made. In general, these differences were attributed to e easured
waste streams sines the unline waste stream monitors were not effective in measuring the

j waste stream concentratiorv in reality, these overestimates were a combination of waste |

|
Stream effects and the combined systematic errors. !

| llow semitive are the tests to actual removals? What characteristics do measurement
) data exhibit that affee: recurring lou detection capabilities? 'The remainder of this section
| is devoted to answering these yucstions.

:

j

i
i
'

.
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7,2 Tile 2A COLUMN CONTROL-UNIT HALANCE TEST

During the BNFP tests considerable effort was directed at understanding process
measurements associated with control units established within the plutonium purification

| portion of the plant. The simple problem of closing a mass balance around various control
; units under steady-state provides answers to questions about safeguards capabilities. One of

| the control units established for the tests was drawn around the 2A column.
; -p On the surface, the balance around the 2A column control unit appears simple. Input
! - to the control unit is measured. Flow measurement is available from an in-line Dowmeter.

During the BNFP test, which used natural uranium as a surrogate fuel, concentration was
available from a density-acid relationship. Density was measured in the tank and acid con-
centration was available from an in line conductivity monitor. The input quantity for the
control unit is the integration of now and concentration over time.

These are all process control measurements. Fortunately, backup measurements are
available for each of these. A tank dropout rate for the tank that feeds the system was
available at times when there were no other additions to the tank. This is a more accurate
measurement of the feed rate, but it is only available for limited periods of time. It was
found that this measurement could be used to correct the nowmeter measurement for
apparent biases (or systematic errors). During the seven miniruns, this correction was usu-
ally in the range 2 to 10% with one exception where it was 40%. For the minirurs lasting
approximately one weel cach, the observed bias was constant over the week but was signi-
ficantly different between runs.

The acid and density based concentration measurement was calibrated by routine
process control samples that were drawn on frequencies of ~8 h. These comparisons also
resulted in calibration adjustments of 2 to 5% in the density measurements and 0.1 to 0.5
N in the on-line acid concentration measurements. Translated to solutions with concentra-
tions in the range 40 to 60 g/L, these systematic (bias) corrections can change the results
by almost 100%. Once corrections were applied based on t!.e comparatise measurements,
concentrations to within 5 g/L and flows to within 10 L/h were achiesed. As noted
before uncertainties are assumed to represent the 95% confidence interval about the meas-
urement.

To establish the output for the control unit, the clean organic stream,2AX, was meas-
ured. Plug now was assumed, and the organic product now was taken to be this measure-
ment with an adjustment for volumetric increase due to the heavy-metal product picked
up. Concentration of this pr<xtuct stream was available based on the density measured at
the top of the 2A column. The on.line density measurement used in the concentration cal-
culation was a process control measurement subject to systematic effects. The measure-
ment can be calibrated to soutine process control samples pulled at a frequency of ~8 h
during the llNFP tests. Correction factors ranging to ~ 8% were required on the density
instruments used for this concentration estimates during the tests. These corrections had
10 to 20 g/L cffects on the concentrations.

For this particular exercise, the waste stream concentrations were based on routine (8
h) samples. The sample result was assumed valid over the entire 8.h period. Waste stream
dows were assumed to be the same as the measured aqueous feed rate.
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Thus, feed flow w'as measured and calibrated to a dropout. Feed concentration was
available on-line and calibrated to periodic samples. Waste Dow and concentrations were
available. Product concentration was measurable on line and calibrated to samples. The
only significant measurement without backup calibration was product flow, and based on
other flow m mements, the systematic effects with this measurement are potentially sig-
nificant. For the GNFP tests, the balance was forced by adjustments to the measured 2AX
Cow. Using this procedure, systematic effects can be removed.

To demonstrate the sensitivity of measurements, some data recorded at the start of
one of the test runs are shown in Fig. 7.1. The test was to use the mass-How measurement
data recorded during the startup of the 2A column to calculate the total inventory of the
column. Figure 7.1 shows the results of this test.

Natural uranium was used in this test. In the figure,11 represents total kilograms of
material inventory (holdup) and O and I represent the measured mass-flow rates of the I

column output and input stream respectively. The inventory is calculated from an integra-
tion of the mass flows over the time periods indicated. The data were recorded over 16 h 1

I

| during startup. The column was fully depleted at the start with cold chemical streams
Dowing.

| The data clearly show the column loading during startup. As feed is started, the data
| show the input mass flow with no measured output now. The holdup increases and after

about 2 h some output flow is detected. The integration of mass Dows continues as the pro-
duct mass flow increases. As the measured product flow approaches the input now, column
equilibrium is neared. The calculated column inventory quantity reaches a maximum of
~20 kg as the measured input and output mass flows reach equilibrium.

Tests at the BNFP also measured actual inventory of columns by stopping operations
abruptly, draining the column contents and measuring the solutions. Results of these tests
compared well with the estimate from this analysis. The important point is that mass flows
were accurately measured to obtain the estimate. The methods used to obtain measure-
ments and calibrate the instruments resulted in mass-flow measurements that came to
equilibrium and accurately reRected actual column inventory.

Following this analysis through the remainder of the 16 h shows the calculated inven-
tory decreases by 1 to 2 kg. Operations were very steady through this period, and the
actual inventory should be relatively constant. It is likely this slight decrease is a reucction
of the accumulation of remaining systematic effects.

Throughout the llNFP tests, this technique of on line calibration of the various meas-
urements was used to generate mass balances for the four columns in the plutonium purifi-
cation cycle. Similar mass-balance exercises were performed for all the columns. Extended
analysis of these data show mass balances could be closed to within 100 to 200 g/h. This is
interpreted as an indication that systematic effects could be routinely reduced to this level.
Ilowever, for the 2A column balance over 12 to 16 h, this systematic effect adds to better
than 2 kg of material in a cumulative analysis. 1

These tests show that a carefully applied measurement control program can provide
measurements capable of closing mass balances around dynamic control units to within a
few hundred grams per hour. During the llNFP tests, Dowsheet conditions werc ~6 kg/h.
It is assumed that 100 to 200 g/h represents the capability of the mass balance

. - - _ - - - - . - - __ . . . _ -. .- - - _-_
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Fig. 7.1. Measurement semithity in HNFP tests.
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measurement. Statistical analysis of individual measurements can be made, liowever, the
complexity of the on-line measurement control program required to achieve the perfor-
mance observed makes propagation of errors difficult.i

7.3 MEASUREMENT QUALITY IN Tile STATISTICAL TESTS

Recurring loss detection requires the use of sequential test methods. These tests are
adequate when data are normally distributed and well behaved. There continacs to be a
need to understand the effec ; of covariances, systematic errors, and biases on these tests.
Systematic effects and the problems of error propagation in view of the complex interac-
tion of the various measu e'ments were discussed above. Another serious question involves
the effects of spurious measurements on the analysis techniques.

A major finding of the BNFP tests was the high frequency of data spikes. These
result from explainable process activities such as pneumatic dip-tube probe difficulties or
other measurem;nt system upsets. Erroneous lab results and on line instrument problems
or simply unexplained electronic spikes in instrument interface loops also produce spurious
signals. With the on-line, high-speed data collection and analysis activities necessary to
support safeguards tests in the large-scale reprocessing facility, these spurious signals are
frequent.

In the safeguards application, the spurious signal produces a residual effect as well as
an instantaneous problem. Sequential analysis techniques are designed to detect small
cumulative effects within a relatively wide noise signal. In effect, there is a smoothing of

,

the signals to compensate for the noise. Under these circumstances a spurious signal tends
to be blended into surrounding data. The net effect is to reduce the size of the instantane-
ous effect and spread the effect out over time.

This effect was clearly evident during efforts to measure the feed rate to the plu-
tonium purification cycle during tests at the BNFP. The rate was available from a meter-
ing headpot, flow measurement device as well as from a calculated dropout rate from a
feed tank. The flow measurement device was more accurate but unavailable during periods
when the tank was filling. The idea was to use the dropout rate when available to calibrate
the flow measurement devices on line within the computer-based information system.

| A limited smoothing technique involving a three-point moving aserage was applied to
the tank measurement data. These smoothed data were used to adaptively bias correct the
flowmeter readings using a Kulman filter combination of the dropout rate and recursively
adjusted flowmeter reading.

These tests were done on line as part of the computerized data collection. The results
showed devastating effects that spurious process measurements can have. The corrected

,

data react quickly to the bad measurement, and the smoothing effects dampen recovery.
The had data effects are mirimized in magnitude, but the effects last a long time.

While this isolated application deals with a sp:cific measurement, the techniques used
are similar to those proposed for sequential testing of material balance data. The nature of

;

| applications to detect recurring losses dictates the use of similar process control type meas-
urements. Similar spurious effects can be expected to affect the material balance data'

record for these analyses. Indeed, tests at the BNFP show such data. It seems a trivial
| point to pretreat the data to remove spurious signals. Ilowever, the practical application of
1

l

|
\

I

|
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this pretreatment to on-line computerized data collection is difficult. This was tried
without success for tne flow measurement problem encountered at BNFP.

This question remains. It is part of the key to estimating sensitivity and false-alarm
rate for the recurring loss-detection tests to be applied to a large-scale reproecssing facility.

7.4 Tile ROLE OF OFF-LINE SAA1PLE RESULTS

To thu point in the discussion, safeguards tests have been constructed with the goal of
| on-line, real-time data analysis. In this respect, the analysis of safeguards data is made as
l

the data are recorded. This necessitates the use of any and all available information. This

usually preclude the use of sample results determined off line in the laboratory. These
results are usually delayed for hours, even in the case of process control information.

This on-line data analysis is necessary for the abrupt removal detection goals when
frequencies of tests are hourly or on a 4-h basis. liowever, for the recurring loss-detection
tests, where tests are applied weekly, timing is less important, and analysis may be able to
wait for laboratory sample results, or even accountability level results.

The practicality and potential for improved sensitivity were not specifically evaluated
during BNFP tests. It is apparent that availability of analytical results will only imrrove
sensitivities. These laboratory measurements serve a quality control function for sarious
on-line measurements. For this report, projections are made on sensitivities achievable with

on-line techniques based on test results at the BNFP. Ilowever, improved capabilities are
likely to be achieved when analysis of data for recurring loss is delayed to use analytical
results. This may not be the case for the abrupt removal tests where timeliness is still
required.

7.5 RECURRING LOSS-DETECTION SENSITIVITY SUA1A1ARY

In summary, it must be said that the sensitivity and false-alarm rate for large-scale
reprocessing facilities cannot be clearly projected. The compicxity of measurements and
the interaction of various processes and measurements make modeling and error propaga-
tion difficult, if not impossible. Projections must be based on limited test results from the
BNFP.

An on-line, near real time inventory capability is required. A current book inventory
must be maintained and available. A meterial balance must be closed frequently with
results submitted to sequential data analysis tests to make judgments about potential
recurring loss. Based on test results, it appears that individual balances can be closed under
these circumstances to 5 to 6 kg (assume that this is the 95% confidence level).

These individual closures must be submitted to sequential balance analysis techmques.
The sensitivity of these techniques in the presence of residual systematic effects an spuri-
ous data signals inherent in process control data will determine the ultimate sensitivity.

The proposed rule makes the goal for recurring loss detection as low as reasonably
achievable. Based on test results, this sensitivity should be in the range 5 to 10 kg. Again,
this is dependent on the sensitivity of the test methods and the capabilities to perform
under the constraints of process operations and with process control data.

f.
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kd ses$mentwascompletedontheI ential for large reprocessing plants to meet
the rer,uirements of the Noelcar Regulato 'ommission's proposed Category 1 Material
Control and Accounting (MCf,A) Reform Amr .dme. *. The requirements on which this
assesarent was based are given in the w rking ra f t revision to the rule dated December
30, 1982. The Barnwell Nuclear fuel P ant (11NI i was chosen as a reference design for
the assessment, but most consideratic s would be mlevant to any large Purex
reprocessing facility. Spent light iter reactor hR) fuels containing li, Pu were the
presumed feed to the plant; the des',;n feed rate is MTil/d.

The approach taken for the as assment was to cha icteri:c the process equipment and
the nuclear material distribution hroughout the plant, to identify quantities of
material that must be removed cor istent with loss-detet ton capabilities were based on
these test results. No attempt as made to const ruct det t ied remova t scenarios or
integrated MCT.A systems through it the plant.

The assessment address th ce general types of material emovals or losses:
1. singic space, single time abrupt)s

2. multiple space, single tl .e (abrupt with collaboration), a
3. single space, multiple t me (recurring).
With few exceptions, the ab apt losr-detection requirements of th Deform Amendment will
be achievable with existin or slightly improved capabilities. So. equipment designs
and/or measurement techno'igy improvements will be needed. Recurrli loss-detection

i;cupal,$tdtir;mtrit.tymn.v trat Tcorer-tinur enpate rtrt ivrfor abrupt-lus atn vetig, .
matertal cont rol and a. ounting OtC6A) reform nmendment
reprocenning plant t!ntimited
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